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1
Feasibility of GOTHIC for a Pressurized Conduction Cooldown Event in the High
Temperature Test Facility

1 Introduction
Energy has become an increasingly important resource as society has become more
technologically advanced as it is used to generate the electricity that powers the tools that
make that way of life possible. The production of electricity can be performed by a
variety of processes but most often is accomplished using the stored potential energy
from materials such as coal, natural gas, and uranium, or from natural forces like the sun,
water, and wind [1]. In 2015, using all of those methods, the United States generated
about 4 trillion kilowatt hours of electricity, which were consumed by the industrial,
transportation, commercial, and residential sectors [1][2]. The breakdown of these
energy sources and energy consumers can be seen in Figure 1.

Coal

7.50%
6.50%
33%
20%

Natural Gas

Industrial

Transportation

Residential

Commercial

18.40%
31.80%

Nuclear
Hydropower
33%

Other
Renewables

21.40%

28.40%

Figure 1: U.S. Energy Sources and Consumer Sectors [1][2]

As the world population grows and becomes more dependent on electrically based
technology, the demand for energy grows [3]. Because traditional methods of electricity
generation release large amounts of pollutants, recent years have seen a push for cleaner
energy. One of the ways the energy sector is trying to meet those demands is through the
use of nuclear power. However, the current level of development in the nuclear industry
is unable to fully meet that need for clean energy, which has spurred research and
development of advanced plant designs. To address this recognized problem, the United
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States initiated the creation of the Generation IV International Forum (GIF) in the year
2000 [3].
The purpose of this organization, as defined by the need for more and cleaner energy, is
to “develop concepts for one or more Generation IV nuclear energy systems that can be
licensed, constructed, and operated in a manner that will provide a competitively priced
and reliable supply of energy to the country where such systems are deployed, while
satisfactorily addressing nuclear safety, waste, proliferation and public perception
concerns” [4]. With those considerations in mind and after reviewing many design
concepts, GIF selected six that they thought best fulfilled the goals set forth by their
purpose statement [3]. Of those six chosen designs the U.S. Department of Energy
(DOE) determined that the very high temperature gas-cooled reactor (VHTR) would be
its next generation nuclear power plant (NGNP). It chose this design on the basis of its
ability to produce, in addition to electricity, process heat and hydrogen [5].

1.1 The Modular High Temperature Gas-cooled Reactor
After the formation of GIF, its selection of VHTR’s as a promising design, and the U.S.
choosing it as its NGNP, General Atomics advocated the use of its modular high
temperature gas-cooled reactor (MHTGR) design [6]. The MHTGR design built on the
developments in high temperature gas reactor technology from sources like the Magnox
and Dragon reactors in the United Kingdom, as well as the Peach Bottom and Fort SaintVrain reactors in the United States. It has a prismatic core block configuration with
tristructural-isotropic coated fuel particles and a single-phase inert gas primary coolant
[6]. A detailed rendering of the internal configuration and flow path of an MHTGR core
can be seen in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: MHTGR Core Components and Flow Path [7]

The core of the MHTGR is made of hexagonally shaped prismatic blocks that are stacked
on top of one another [6]. The fuel elements and flow channels are thus continuous
columns that travel down the length of the core. In a traditional light water reactor, the
primary coolant (water) acts as the neutron moderator which is not the case with HTGR’s
since they are gas-cooled [6]. The MHTGR design uses core blocks made from reactorgrade graphite to fill that role [8]. The design also includes both inner and outer
reflectors to redirect the escaping neutrons back into the active region of the core [6]. An
axial cross-section of the MHTGR can be seen in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Axial Cross-section of MHTGR Core [7]

Because of the elevated temperatures that occur within the VHTR design, the fuel in the
MHTGR is made up of tristructural-isotropically (TRISO) coated particles rather than
traditional uranium oxide fuel pellets [10][11]. The particles are a uranium or plutonium
dioxide fuel kernel with multiple coatings of heat resistant materials and a total diameter
of less than a millimeter [10]. The particles are formed into cylindrical rod shaped
segments called fuel compacts with each segment having 4,000-7,000 particles [7]. The
coating of the fuel kernel has the additional effect of acting as a primary containment
system for each and every fuel particle [12]. Therefore, if the fuel particles retain their
integrity there can be no release of fission products. They have also been shown to retain
their integrity at 200℃ beyond design basis accident scenarios and for extended
irradiation periods [6][12]. The internal arrangement of the TRISO particles can be seen
in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: TRISO Fuel Internal Structure [13]

The operating coolant is helium, which circulates by forced convection into and out of
the pressure vessel through a concentric duct [9]. The cold coolant enters the vessel
through the concentric duct from which it travels to the upper plenum through flow
passages between the outer wall of the core barrel and the inside wall of the outer shell.
From the upper plenum, the coolant flows down through channels (shown in Figures 2 &
5) in the core, absorbing heat before flowing out of the vessel to the power conversion
system [9].

Figure 5: Coolant Channel and Fuel Rod Pattern [7]
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1.2 The High Temperature Test Facility
As a result of the DOE’s NGNP selection discussed earlier, in September of 2008 the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) initiated a research project to construct a scaled
version of the MHTGR called the High Temperature Test Facility (HTTF). This was
done in partnership with Oregon State University (OSU) who was joined by the DOE and
Idaho National Laboratory (INL) in 2010 [9]. The HTTF was designed specifically to
model a depressurized conduction cooldown (DCC) event. Because of that, scaling
parameters were optimized for a DCC which might not be for a pressurized conduction
cooldown (PCC) event. The scaling analysis for the HTTF was performed using the
Hierarchical Two-Tiered Scaling methodology (H2TS), which is comprised of the
following four elements [14]:
1. The plant is divided into a hierarchy of systems that is subdivided into interacting
modules, constituents, and phases, which can then be characterized by
geometrical configurations, field equations, and processes.
2. The scaling level at which similarity criteria should be developed is identified.
3. A top-down scaling analysis will be performed, which develops similarity criteria
related to the effects on the system caused by its constituents’ interactions.
4. A bottom-up scaling analysis must be performed for developing similarity criteria
of processes of importance.
The H2TS processes and a summary of the final scaled parameters are presented in
Figure 6 & Table 1.

Figure 6: H2TS Methodology [15]
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Table 1: HTTF Scaling Parameters [14]

Parameter
Length
Elevation
Diameter
Core Flow Area
Volume
Pressure
Temperature

Scaling
1:4
1:4
1:4
1:16
1:64
1:8
1:1

Because the HTTF is a non-nuclear facility, the heat in the core is electrically generated
from graphite rodlet columns that run the length of the core rather than the nuclear fuel
compacts described in Section 1.1 [14]. As a result, there is no need for neutronmoderation or -reflection. To maintain core temperature similarity with a reduced
diameter core, the core material was changed to high temperature ceramic with thermal
conductivities lower than graphite [14]. The core and inner reflector in the HTTF are
made from Greencast 94-F which is composed primarily of alumina and lime which is
cast into hexagonal blocks and dried (shown in Figure 8) [16]. The side reflector consists
of one-sixth sections made of Shot-Tech SiC 80, which is composed primarily of silicon
carbide, alumina, and silicon dioxide [14][17]. These pieces are formed such that the
inside surface fits snugly against the irregular outside edge of the core blocks while
giving the core a smooth circular outside edge. A detailed look at the primary pressure
vessel (PPV) and the internal core structure can be seen in Figures 7 & 8.
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Figure 7: HTTF PPV & Core Views

Figure 8: HTTF Core Block Example
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1.3 Motivation
The selection of the HTGR as the reference design for the NGNP resulted in numerous
research initiatives in that region [18]. From that research, several areas were identified
as crucial and needing further development. Among them was the need for a correctly
scaled integral test facility modeling the HTGR that would be able model both design
basis and beyond design basis accidents gathering experimental data. The data gathered
by the facility would be used by software developers to compare against numerical
modeling results for the purpose of code validation. To simplify the process of
developing the HTGRs, the NRC has stated that it intends to use existing light water
reactor (LWR) software as much as possible [18]. This thesis followed those guidelines
in the construction of all computer models.

1.4 Objectives
The purpose of this thesis was to evaluate the ability of the GOTHIC software package to
model temperature conditions existing within a scaled integral test facility during a
simulated PCC event. GOTHIC is a multi-purpose, transient thermal hydraulics analysis
tool developed by NAI. The general objectives of this research were as follows:
1. Build a model of the HTTF facility using the GOTHIC software.
2. Run initial simulations of a PCC event using the HTTF facility model to test
system performance.
3. Evaluate the general physics performance of the initial simulations.
4. Iterate until the general physics behave appropriately.
5. Conduct sensitivity analyses relating to key parameters and evaluate the degrees
of dependence.
6. Perform a final simulation using a model incorporating any improvements
resulting from the sensitivity analyses.
7. Determine the overall ability of the GOTHIC software to model the PCC event
with regards to previous work.
8. Summarize how actual test data might be used to be validate these results and
the steps that should be taken to do so.
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1.5 Assumptions
Because of how solid geometries are defined in GOTHIC, modeling a pipe opening in a
curved, vertical surface proved difficult. As a result, the inlet and outlet for the model
were moved to the center of the floor in their respective volumes. This was assumed to
have no significant impact on the model results.
This research was conducted using GOTHIC for all computer model simulations.
GOTHIC is finite-volume code that uses lumped and sub-divided volumes to spatially
divide the fluid system. In the model, the spatial cells have uniform internal state
properties, which are solved using a combination of conservation equations and
correlations. It was assumed that the phenomena of interest in this model can be captured
using the GOTHIC methodology.

1.6 Limitations
The model is limited in how GOTHIC represents volumes. As mentioned in an earlier
assumption, the spatial cells in the model have uniform state properties. The level of
state property resolution is therefore directly controlled by the size of the spatial cells.
The cell size to which the grid has been divided averages out phenomena happening at a
smaller scale than itself. The limitation of volume representation also expressed itself in
GOTHIC’s inability to accurately model the core as a continuous solid. The resulting
division of the core into sub-regions creates complete separations between solid layers of
the core, and conduction as a heat transfer mechanism is consequently lost. See Sections
3.1.2, 4.2.4, 5.1.2 and Chapter 6 for a full discussion of the problem, as well as an
attempted solution.
The GOTHIC model is also limited in that all the coolant circulatory system components,
which include the steam generator, coolant pump, and all related piping structures, exist
outside of the region being modeled. As a result, all flow generated and heat removed by
these systems was assumed and controlled by boundary conditions, and the natural
circulation cycle established during the accident phase of the simulation was restricted to
the PPV exclusively. An earlier study performed using a similar system found that
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isolating the PPV resulted in higher natural circulation mass flows and lower core
temperatures [19]. This aspect of the model is discussed again, with the specifics of the
boundary conditions used, in Section 4.1.2.
To model the core in GOTHIC, the core shape was not represented physically using its
hexagonal geometry, but was instead transformed to 1D flow volumes with flat, vertical
walls. This was done because GOTHIC’s solid geometry creator is not optimized to go
beyond a set of basic, fundamental shapes. That transformation better preserved the
geometric properties of the original hexagonal core than if a transformation to a simpler
physical shape had been used. A more detailed discussion of these modifications can be
found in Section 3.1.2.
The HTTF was scaled specifically to model a DCC event and, as a result, some
parameters that were optimized for that accident scenario are not optimized for a PCC
event. The scaling down of the MHTGR facility to the HTTF resulted in a mismatch of
flow behavior and power removal. In computer models of the MHTGR, the flow reduced
at a slower rate than the power, which better allows heat removal from the system prior to
the heatup during a PCC event. The HTTF’s flow reduced at a quicker rate, resulting in
an earlier transition to laminar flow, which is much less effective at heat removal. The
effect of those differences is that the HTTF fuel stays much hotter than that of the
MHTGR, and, therefore, there is some core temperature dissimilarity over the duration of
a PCC [9].
This research is also limited in that the work conducted here exclusively concerns the
HTTF and that there was no experimental data for validation. The HTTF is a scaled
integral test facility, and tests conducted with it are for the ultimate purpose of validating
the ability of certain system codes to model events within the MHTGR. However, this
study is solely concerned with the ability of GOTHIC to model the HTTF and does not
analyze the data gathered with respect to the MHTGR. As such, the data results and
conclusions made in this work are limited to the HTTF and cannot be directly related to
the MHTGR. However, while this project was to evaluate the ability of GOTHIC to
model events within the HTTF there was no experimental data to compare with.
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Therefore, all results from this project were numerical only with no validation from the
physical facility.
For all models that were run in this project, the reactor cavity and upcomer grids
remained unchanged. The upcomer grid size is limited by its positioning between a 3D
space and a 1D space, both of which use radiation, while the reactor cavity volume is
outside the internals of the PPV. As such, because of complications with radiation and
the fact that the reactor cavity is not actively heated and has little flow passing through it,
the grid was left relatively coarse.
Lastly, all solid material thermal properties used in the model were treated as constant
regardless of temperature change. For all simulations, the thermal properties used for the
core material, reflectors, and pressure vessel steel were reflective of appropriate values at
typical operating conditions in the HTTF. The other solid materials used values typical
of room temperature conditions but do not have a large effect on the model because none
of them are in contact with high temperature material, and the emissive properties of the
materials in the model are not dependent on temperature.

1.7 Overview of Following Chapters
Chapter 2:
In this chapter the PCC event and its mechanics were discussed, and related literature was
examined. A brief evaluation of numerical analysis was covered, as well as the
fundamentals of GOTHIC and a selection of related studies.
Chapter 3:
The geometry and its associated simplifications used in the model were discussed
extensively, along with the grid style used.
Chapter 4:
This chapter covered the details of the initial and boundary conditions, as well as the
surface options related to heat transfer. Additionally, all relevant information on the
conduction, radiation, and flow structure was covered.
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Chapter 5:
All results and discussion for the grid size analysis, radiation sensitivity, bypass
sensitivity, and the final test were presented.
Chapter 6:
In this chapter concluding thoughts were presented and suggestions for future work
made.
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2 Literature Review
A PCC is an accident scenario in an HTGR that has frequently been modeled, but there is
very little experimental data that supports those models. Some HTGR designs have
passed the conceptual design phase and been constructed, such as those mentioned in
Section 1.1, but no significant accident testing was conducted. Recent years have seen
the construction of several test facilities for that express purpose. This chapter covers a
description of a PCC event, some examples of theoretical and experimental PCC tests, an
evaluation of how a numerical analysis is typically conducted according to current
practices, and an overview of GOTHIC.

2.1 Pressurized Conduction Cooldown Accident
2.1.1 The Event
As mentioned previously in Section 1.2, there are two primary design basis accidents of
importance in an MHTGR: a DCC and a PCC, only the latter of which is relevant to this
work. During a PCC event the primary coolant circulator loses power, resulting in a loss
of forced convection, but the system remains at or near full pressure (P-LOFC). This
results in an immediate SCRAM, thereby stopping the nuclear chain reaction and sending
the reactor into shutdown mode, where only decay power is generated. A PCC accident
where scramming is prevented, called an anticipated transient without scram (ATWS), is
also a significant consideration for testing and is important to understanding all the
components in a PCC event [20]. For that reason, the scenario was considered in this
review of literature but not in the analysis, as it was outside the scope of this work.
In a PCC, forced convection, which drives the flow downwards through the core, is lost.
At that point the gas continues flowing down due to residual momentum left in the fluid.
Because the HTTF is a pressurized, high temperature system, the density of the helium
gas remains high, resulting in a large buoyancy effect within the gas [21]. This buoyancy
resists the downward flow and causes the gas to slow as more and more of the leftover
inertia is spent [14]. When the gas eventually expends all of its residual downward
momentum and the buoyancy force overcomes the gravitational force, the flow reverses.
The hotter the channel the more quickly it trends toward reversal, which is related to the
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ratios of the local Reynolds and Grashof numbers [22][23]. The flow reversal begins
around the perimeter of the tube where the temperature is hottest, causing interfacial drag
between the developing hot outer layer of the gas and the colder central region [22][24].
The hot gas around the perimeter laminarizes, which improves the conduction of thermal
energy to the cooler central flow. These changes eventually result in a full reversal of the
local flow in the channel. The system flow establishes a circulation pattern of flow
upwards in the hottest coolant channels nearest to the center of the core and downwards
through the outer coolant channels and upcomer [24][25].
When the natural convection cycle stabilizes it becomes the primary heat transfer
mechanism, as opposed to forced convection, during normal operations [12][16]. There
is also a smaller amount of heat that is transferred from the core to the vessel through
conduction and radiation from the core [26]. Because of the flow reversal, the hottest
point of the core shifts upward towards the top, which also increases the temperature in
the upper head [27].
Another aspect of flow in an MHTGR is that a certain amount of the coolant bypasses
the actual flow channels by going through the gaps between graphite fuel assemblies.
This is known as bypass flow and is a significant contributor to uncertainty in core flow
[14]. Though the size of the gaps varies depending on core design, temperature, and
length of irradiation, the trend remains the same throughout the accident for normal
MHTGR operations. As gap size increases, so do the following parameters: the
percentage of the overall flow that bypasses the core, the temperature gradient in the fuel
assemblies, and the temperature gradient in the coolant entering the lower plenum [28]
[29]. During a PCC accident scenario, there exists significant uncertainty in the effects of
bypass flow, which is a research objective as defined by the NRC in its phenomena
identification and ranking table (PIRT) study conducted in 2007 [30]. During a study
conducted in 2011 using a one-twelfth sector STAR-CCM+ model of a fuel assembly, the
bypass flow was found to have negligible effects during a natural convection event but
more study is needed to make a definitive conclusion [24].
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Once the thermal energy has passed from the core to the outer surface of the pressure
vessel, it begins to radiate to the walls of the reactor cavity. Once there, the Reactor
Cavity Coolant System (RCCS), a shutdown heat removal mechanism relying on a
flowing coolant, normally air or water, that absorbs the heat given off by the pressure
vessel walls and transports it out of the thermal system [26][31]. If the coolant is air, a
second natural circulation loop is established in the reactor cavity where ambient,
atmospheric air cycles in, absorbing heat from the pressure vessel and the cavity walls,
then flows out from thermal buoyancy. If water is the operating coolant, a system of
pipes is placed in the cavity walls to pass the water around the cavity, absorbing heat in
the walls and carrying it away [26]. A third possibility has been considered in recent
years to improve the effectiveness of the RCCS in which the pressure vessel is immersed
in a liquid metal bath [31]. This improves the heat transfer to the outer shell of the
reactor cavity potentially doubling the heat energy removal by the RCCS.

2.1.2 Reference PCC Literature
HTGRs and their phenomena have been studied in various forms as early as 1947 [32].
The design has evolved significantly over time as research has been conducted which has
led to various research facilities. Outside of the HTTF, there are numerous groups and
experimental facilities that have conducted important work related to HTGRs and PCCs.
Theoretical Studies
In 2004, a study was conducted which modeled the combined heat transfer in a twodimensional reference design system using the thermal hydraulics code THERMIX [21].
The accident was modeled with a SCRAM using a 600 MW prismatic block design with
a constant 65°C thermal boundary for the RCCS. Bypass flow is not mentioned
specifically in the documentation, but since a standard reference design with gaps
between blocks is used, it was most likely included but not the focus of the research.
Rather than an explicit model as in the last example, these calculations used a
THERMIX/KONVEK model in a two-dimensional rotation symmetric (r,z) orientation.
The physical properties of the materials were all defined as constants for the simulation
except for the thermal conductivity of graphite, which was handled by the code as a
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function of temperature. The study found that as the PCC event progressed, the flow
cycle reversed and gradually accelerated over the duration of the accident, which resulted
in a redistribution of temperature in the core, shifting the hot region upwards and
allowing the lower regions to cool. The reactor achieved maximum temperatures in the
core (~1210°C) and pressure vessel (~385°C) at about 48 hours. A variety of sensitivity
analyses were also performed, but only for a DCC.
A very similar study was conducted in 2006, where the combined conduction,
convection, and radiation heat transfer for a three-dimensional 30° sector of the core and
pressure vessel was modeled using the computational fluid dynamics code STAR-CD
[26]. The conditions of the accident were modeled with SCRAM using a 600 MW
prismatic block design with a constant 65°C thermal boundary for the RCCS and 10%
bypass flow. For modeling, the core block gaps and most of the metallic structure were
done explicitly while the core blocks, reactor cavity, flow channels, and the RCCS were
done using various correlations or simplifications. To further simplify the problem, the
physical properties of steel and graphite, which would in actuality vary significantly with
temperature and irradiation, were assumed constant at their most limiting values.
Because the natural convection loop develops so quickly relative to the overall timescale
of the transients, a smaller time step was used for the first 1000 seconds related to the
Courant number. The study found that once the decay power reached 30MW, the decay
heat decreased according to a normal radioactive decrease for a core at end of cycle. At
the initiation of the PCC, the flow reversal occurred only in the central core channels and
slowly spread outwards until about 10 hours after onset when the intracore natural
convection cycle was fully developed. During the accident the maximum core
temperature decreases at first as the peak temperature region shifts upwards into
previously colder regions, but begins to increase again about 10 hours after onset.
Maximum temperatures in the core (~1250°C) and pressure vessel (~410°C) were
observed at 60 and 80 hours respectively.
Another theoretical study was performed at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) in
2004 [27]. The analyses performed were broader and done for a DCC and PCC in a
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pebble bed and prismatic block design using both SCRAM and ATWS accident
conditions. Looking specifically at the PCC in a prismatic block, a standard 600 MW
design was used with a constant MW removal rate by the RCCS rather than a temperature
boundary. For bypass flow, 8% bypassed the active flow channels using the outer side
reflector gap and 5% bypassed using the central reflector gap. The method used for the
analysis was the three-dimensional thermal hydraulics code GRSAC which was
developed at ORNL. The code allows for the thermal material properties to be computed
as functions of temperature, orientation, and radiation damage. Using SCRAM
conditions, the study found that the flow held to the normal reversal and hot region shift
expected of a PCC with maximum temperatures in the core (~1290°C) and pressure
vessel (~509°C) occurring at 24 and 72 hours respectively. In sensitivity analyses for this
scenario, the parameter most affected the heat removal of the system was the emissivity
of the pressure vessel. In the case of an ATWS condition, the power dropped quickly
from negative temperature reactivity feedback but achieved recriticality ~32 hours after
onset. The temperature in the fuel exceeded the safety limit of 1600°C after about 48
hours and the core and pressure vessel reached peak temperatures of ~1720°C and 630°C
respectively after about 90 hours. No shutdown cooling was found to be preferable to
limited shutdown cooling in this scenario as the reduced shutdown coolant flow system
limited the ability of the negative temperature reactivity feedback to affect the core and
resulted in a net effect of higher temperatures in the fuel.
Physical Facilities
To further the understanding of the phenomena inside of an HTGR and therefore to be
able to improve it, the Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute designed and built a
30 MW test facility based on the prismatic block design called the High Temperature
Test Reactor (HTTR) [33]. Construction on the facility began in 1991, first went critical
on November 10, 1998, and achieved full power on December 7, 2001. The reactor uses
a cylindrically shaped graphite core (2.9 m tall, 2.3 m diameter) surrounded by
replaceable and permanent side reflectors. There are 16 pairs of control rods with 9 in
the replaceable side reflector region and the other 7 in the active core region. It uses a
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13.2 m tall, 5.5 m diameter reactor pressure vessel with a concentric primary coolant duct
located at the bottom of the lower head that moves thermal energy to the secondary
helium system and the pressurized water system. The reactor cavity has a system
identical to an RCCS but is instead called the vessel cooling system (VCS) and has two
complete sets that are independent from one another with a backup emergency power
supply. In regard to instrumentation, the HTTR is primarily set up to measure data
related to power, core physics, and material irradiation effects [33]. Thera are also some
sensors in the coolant areas but there are none in the fuel region [20]. In designing the
HTTR, certain scaling parameters were sacrificed. For example, the scaling necessary to
gather temperature data of sufficient quality was not compatible with the HTTR core
design and therefore not considered in their data analyses [14][34].
In 2010, a series of three tests aimed at studying the phenomena during a PCC with the
HTTR was initiated [35]. The tests in this series would include a P-LOFC with ATWS
conditions at 30% power (9 MW) with VCS, at 30% power with no VCS, and at 100%
power (30 MW) with VCS. At the time of this paper, the first two have been completed.
At the onset of the P-LOFC with an ATWS event, the reactor power dropped to zero
almost immediately as a result of negative temperature reactivity feedback. Following
this, poison concentrations slowly build and die away, allowing the reactor to achieve
recriticality several hours after event onset. As time progressed, the temperatures and
reactivities of the various core constituents fluctuated, resulting in fluctuating core power.
The reactivity of the xenon, fuel, and moderator gradually reached steady state values,
making the total reactivity go to zero which resulted in the reactor power also going to a
low steady state value. For the tests using the VCS, temperatures were maintained at 2532°C by manual control of a water cooler in the VCS system. The temperatures in the
instrumented side reflectors were found to have acceptable agreement with their prior
analytical results and were relatively constant throughout the transient. In addition,
during the 9 MW tests the core was never in any danger of melting even without the VCS
system being active, in which case it was also found that the observed stable reactor
power after recriticality was lower. As a result, the study recommended that there is a
potential that the standard response to an accident scenario in a HTGR should be
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modified to incorporate this knowledge. It was also determined that the strength of the
neutron source in the reactor played a significant role in the final stable reactor power,
where a larger neutron source resulted in a larger reactor power.
While the focus of this work was a PCC event in a prismatic block design HTGR, the
alternative pebble bed design for an HTGR can also experience a PCC. This event was
researched during this literature review and a sample of this is discussed here. The
facility considered was the HTR-10 which is a 10 MW test reactor that was built in China
and based on the German HTR-Module design [36]. The core of the HTR-10 is
composed of about 27,000 pebbles containing ~8000 TRISO particles each. The core
region is 1.8 m in diameter, 1.97 m in height, and surrounded on all sides by graphite
reflectors followed by boronated carbon bricks to reduce thermal energy and neutrons
leakage. The primary coolant system is connected by a concentric duct to a steam
generator in a side by side arrangement, and in the case of an accident, there is an air
coolant RCCS that circulates air in the reactor cavity and rejects heat to the atmosphere.
In the case of an accident, 10 control rods can be driven into the side reflectors to end the
reaction and if those fail to drop, there is a secondary backup system of boronated
graphite balls that can be dropped into prepared spaces in the reflectors and can later be
suctioned out.
In 2003, a P-LOFC accident with ATWS conditions and at 30% power (3.3MW) was
conducted [37]. At event onset the reactor dropped to 1% of the initial value within the
first several minutes of the accident, achieved recriticality about 52 minutes after onset.
This was followed by fluctuating core reactivity and power, which finally stabilized at a
steady value that was 6% of the initial power. Inside the reactor, the flow quickly
underwent reversal and began flowing upwards, leading to a migration of the hottest
regions to the upper part of the core. From the various thermocouples placed in the
facility, the study encountered mixed results from the comparisons of the experimental
results to those of the pre-test calculated values. In the top and sides of the reactor, the
analytical results predominately overestimated the temperatures that were recorded
during the test by anywhere from 10-100°C. However, the analytic and experimental
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results for the temperatures in the bottom regions of the reactor were extremely accurate.
The inaccuracy in the calculated values was thought to be a result of overestimation of
the residual heat by the THERMIX code, which was used for the analysis.

2.2 Numerical Analysis
Numerical analysis has become a key component of modern engineering because of its
ability to take systems of equations with continuously changing variables and solve them
in a manner that is useful for engineering analysis [38]. This frequently involves the use
of a variety of assumptions, approximations, and simplifications because to fully model
all aspects of the physical situation is generally too time intensive, unnecessary, or
impossible [39]. Despite those limitations, numerical analysis is a necessary and well
used tool in many fields and applications because of its benefits.
The last several decades have seen the extensive development of numerical analysis and
many of these computational tools can now be found in the form of software packages.
Examples of these packages include RELAP5-3D, GOTHIC, and ANSYS Fluent, which
are used primarily for thermal hydraulic analysis, while codes like MCNP, Serpent, and
DRAGON are used for neutronic analysis. For efficiency, codes are frequently coupled
together to solve different parts of the same problem, such as in a fluid-cooled reactor
core where one code package is used to analyze the neutronic behavior and the other does
the thermal hydraulic analysis [40].
Some critical aspects of properly preparing a numerical analysis code are setting up the
physical geometry of the system, choosing the models and correlations suitable for the
problem, determining appropriate time steps, and selecting proper convergence criteria.
To set up the physical geometry, the volume of the problem is divided into individual
cells, which are solved separately by the code and allow for variations in parameters
across the volume. Once the physical geometry is established, appropriate models must
be selected for system effects like turbulence, slip conditions, and heat transfer. For the
time step, a variety of conditions can be applied depending on the type of solver being
used by the code, but in general the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) condition is a
common starting point with other more limiting factors possible in different situations
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[41][42]. Lastly, a convergence criterion must be selected to stop the simulation when it
has achieved an acceptably stable solution.

2.2.1 Verification and Validation
With the increasing importance of numerical analysis in engineering, the need arose to
define the correctness of a code simulation [43]. From this need came the process of
verification and validation (V&V) by which the accuracy and ability of a computer
simulation is assessed. Verification always precedes validation and is split into two parts:
code verification and solution verification.
Code verification is a preliminary step where it is confirmed whether the mathematical
models present in the simulation are accurately solved. This requires an exact analytical
solution to the code simulation being verified [43]. The DOE has defined that the best
procedure for code verification is the method of manufactured solutions (MMS) [44].
MMS exactly solves partial differential equations (PDE) by going through the solution
process backwards. The solution to a PDE is first manufactured, followed by solving for
the conditions that would arrive at that solution. Using the inputs solved for by MMS in
the code being verified should result in approximately the same solution which was
manufactured [45]. It does this using an iterative process that converges on the exact
solution, and the difference between the exact and approximated answer is the
discretization error, which should be used to improve the solution [43].
Where code verification assesses the error in the calculated parameters of a model,
solution verification assesses the uncertainty in the calculated parameters of a model [43].
A typical uncertainty assessment would result in the determination that with 95%
confidence, the true value of the measurement is within 𝑥% of the calculated value. This
can be done in a variety of ways but is most commonly done using Richardson
Extrapolation and a Grid Convergence Index. Richardson Extrapolation is based on the
power series representation of the discrete solution’s cell sizes and the use of two
different solutions to the problem with two different cell sizes. Using the two solutions,
along with the order of accuracy of the code algorithm, the absolute uncertainty in a
model can be assessed. The 95% confidence is obtained by using the Grid Convergence
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Index, which multiplies the previously determined uncertainty by an empirically
determined factor of safety.
After the simulation has been verified, it can be validated. To validate a simulation is to
define the level to which it correctly models the physics of interest in the real world
situation it is based on [43]. This is done using experimentally gathered data for the same
problem that was verified, and according to the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers, “there can be no simulation validation without experimental data” [43]. Also
important to this step is the uncertainty in the experimental data, which is the cumulative
effect of input and instrument uncertainty and should be known and documented prior to
any testing. The resulting measured parameters from the experiment can be compared to
the simulation results in a variety of ways and commonly involve point normalization
schemes. These methods include using the 𝐿1 norm, 𝐿2 norm, and root mean square
error, all of which give a measure of the difference between the experimentally gathered
data and the simulated [46][47].

2.2.2 Shortcomings of Verification and Validation
While V&V is a crucial step in any code analysis, a distinct shortcoming has been
observed in the standards by which it is applied in nuclear engineering applications [46].
What one researcher defines as acceptable may not be to another, and the standards that
determine agreement between a computer simulation and a physical experiment vary
widely. Frequently, the results of a data comparison are simply referred to as being in
“good agreement” with the experimental results, while others specify a quantified
criterion that changes from project to project. A literature review conducted in 2006
found that what constituted “good agreement” varied widely but was most often where
the simulated results were within 5-25% of the experimental [47].
The vagueness present in the assessment of computer simulations prompted a study by
the European Union called the Evaluation of Computational Fluid Dynamic Methods
(ECORA) [46]. The goal of the study was the establishment of quality acceptance
criterion, an evaluation of the computational costs, and a basic validation of existing
codes using high-quality experimental results. The project asked numerous groups using
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different codes to model a specific facility with a specific accident scenario in which
geometry, simulation times, initial and boundary conditions, sensitivity studies, root
mean square, and deliverables were specified. The primary sensitivity studies conducted
were an evaluation of the effect of cell refinement with three different sizes (coarse,
intermediate, fine) and the effect of time step size for the intermediate cell size using at
least three different time steps. The study found that none of the codes were able to
simulate the results of the experiment to the degree that would satisfy the goals that had
been chosen. The simulations suffered from a variety of problems such as cell size or
time sensitivity, unacceptably high error, or extremely long runtimes. The study
concluded that current computational technology was incapable of meeting the standards
that had been set forth.
While the full scope of the previous study was unachievable with current computational
abilities, a reduced application of the code assessment goals that had been studied was
recommended as having a “high pay-off” [46]. The primary recommendations made were
strongly tied to the sensitivity studies that were required in the project, which were cell
size refinement analysis, time step analysis, code option analysis, and quantified data
acceptability criterion. These analyses are generally accepted as good practice, but are
not typically applied with the rigor that the study desired and are described in more detail
in Section 2.2.3. Lastly, the project recommended defining the criterion by which a code
is deemed an acceptable model of a real experiment in the documentation of an analysis.
To conclusively state what should be considered acceptable is difficult for any one group
to assess because of differing goals between studies. However, as the results of these
projects are distributed to the community at large, quantification of the acceptability
criterion, as well as why it is appropriate, is of value to that community.

2.2.3 Sensitivity Studies
When constructing a model, a key part of the geometry is the size of the cell divisions.
As described in Section 2.2, the volume of the simulation is divided into cells, the size
and shape of which can be specified to varying degrees depending on the code used.
Based on the conditions or needs of the problem, the cells can be made smaller or larger
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around specific regions of the volume or across the entire model. This increases the
detail that can be observed in areas where there are quickly changing parameters. As a
result, cell sizes generally get smaller near areas of high parameter fluctuation and larger
in regions of low fluctuation. The level of refinement necessary to acceptably measure
the parameters of interest during a simulation is an important part of analysis and requires
experimentation with various cell size refinements. Optimally, the code achieves cell
size independence, which means the parameters of interest have no significant change
with further refinement of cell size. However, this is not always possible because of the
limitations of computers and their processing power [44][48].
A similar analysis should be performed for the time step [44]. The general limits on the
size of the time step should be known prior to the simulation, but further analysis should
be conducted to refine the model [49]. The DOE recommends that the time step be
refined until the differences between simulations are negligible [44]. As with cell size
independence, the code cannot always achieve this and compromises must be made in
those instances. The minimum time step is limited by several factors, including the time
discretization method and computational power.
Depending on the code and the experiment being simulated, several options need to be
chosen during the construction of a model. The ability to choose a specific flow regime,
heat transfer model, turbulence model, flow composition, and surface option, for
example, allow the simulation to be customized to the individual needs of the project
[50]. However, because of the differing effects between options, the best choice for a
specific scenario is not always known and cannot be determined from literature. These
cases require experimentation using the different options with a careful evaluation of the
physical situation to determine which option best represents the physics [46].

2.3 GOTHIC
As stated in Section 1.4, GOTHIC was chosen to perform the accident simulation for this
research. GOTHIC is an “integrated, general purpose thermal hydraulic software
package” that is controlled using a graphical user interface (GUI) [51]. It can be used for
compressible, multi-component flow with differing or changing phases in lumped or one,
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two, or three-dimensional volumes. However, the momentum transport in the system is
not fully solved unless the model is dimensional. In addition, when solving using a
dimensional model, GOTHIC has various option selections such as turbulence model,
heat transfer method, flow type, hydrogen burn, and isotope transportation. Historically,
GOTHIC has primarily been used for various types of containment analyses
[52][53][54][55]. The software package operates using three programs: GOTHIC_P,
GOTHIC_S, and GOTHIC_G.
GOTHIC _P is the pre- and post-processor for the code [51]. The preprocessor operates
using the GUI and allows models to be constructed using graphical and numerical input
with all flow and thermal connections placed through a schematic model view. Thermal
energy entering or leaving the fluid system from or through a heated surface is modeled
with a one-dimensional slab that can be modified to represent two dimensions if needed.
The surface model can represent flat plate, cylindrical tube, or solid rod geometry and
any heat transfer method can be used for all of them. Models of many types of system
components are available in the program, including items such as pumps, fans, heaters,
valves, and doors. The preprocessor also looks for errors in the input that would prevent
a solution from being found and, if detected, warn the user. The postprocessor sorts
through selected data and allows it to be written out to a file or prepares an input file for
GOTHIC_G. If sent to GOTHIC_G it extracts the data and creates a display of the
desired variables.
GOTHIC_S takes the model constructed with GOTHIC_P and solves the conservation
equations for the given inputs [51]. It does this using a finite volume technique, which
can solve for multi-phase flow with thermal non-equilibrium in each individual cell. As
the simulation is running, GOTHIC_S treats the fluid properties as functions,
continuously updating them using various references, as the conditions change and the
solution progresses through time [41]. For the properties of gases, the solver uses perfect
gas assumptions. The time step is controlled using a variety of methods and is primarily
automatically generated by the solver itself. Initially, the user defines a maximum and
minimum time step size which should effectively bracket an estimated appropriate time
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step. Once the solver initializes, it calculates a value for the appropriate time step using
the CFL condition and apply more limiting conditions if necessary. If certain state
properties across a time step have excessive change, the time step is further reduced [50].
This logic also applies to transient or steady periods which cause the time step to
decrease or increase respectively and is limited by the time step bracket defined by the
user. For discretization, the solver uses a mixture of fully implicit and semi-implicit
methods, can be second-order in space, and is first-order in time [41][53]. To converge,
the code uses a variety of predetermined iteration and convergence criterion that can be
made more stringent by the user [41].

2.3.1 GOTHIC Examples
A study comparing the ability of GOTHIC and RELAP5 to model the same large volume
facility was performed in 2010 [52]. The geometry modeled was the spherical steel
containment of the IRIS reactor for a direct vessel injection small break loss of coolant
accident (DVI-SBLOCA). The key aspect of the system to be modeled was the physics
of the flashing and condensation of steam within containment occurring during an
SBLOCA. The event was simulated using models with equivalent initial conditions,
boundary conditions, and solvers in both RELAP5 and GOTHIC. The project wished to
evaluate the performance of RELAP5 and its ability to model a large dry volume rather
than its typical application in more “pipe-oriented” systems. As opposed to RELAP5,
GOTHIC was originally designed for simulating containment accidents.
The accident was only modeled for the first 1000 seconds of the transient, and the
spherical geometry was approximated using a rectangular geometry [52]. The
containment volume was modeled using a one-dimensional slice approach in RELAP5
and a three-dimensional subdivided volume in GOTHIC. Because of GOTHIC’s threedimensional nature, it was able to better model the accident progression, but both were
able to excellently predict the non-condensable gas mass fractions. However, RELAP5’s
inherent “pipe-oriented” nature resulted in very unrealistic values for heat transfer
coefficients in the lower regions of the containment as a result of large over predictions
of recirculation phenomena. Despite that, the overall temperatures and pressures in the
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containment were predicted almost as well by RELAP5 as they were by GOTHIC. The
study concluded that, in terms of the most important parameters of the simulation, both
GOTHIC and RELAP5 gave acceptable results, but GOTHIC was a more accurate and
realistic model overall and could also model the natural circulation of the system, which
RELAP5 proved unable to do accurately.
In 2012, a set of experiments were conducted at the PANDA facility using only two of
the six available vessels to collect code validation data [56]. The tanks chosen were side
by side and connected by a large horizontal pipe in the lower half of the two tanks. The
phenomena of interest for the tests conducted were the stratification and mixing of
hydrogen, simulated using helium as a stable alternative and steam in a two-compartment
geometry. The upper regions of one of the tanks was filled with helium, two meters
below which was placed a steam injection jet on the vertical centerline. The parameters
measured during the test were pressure, flow rate, temperature, and gas concentration.
The test was first modeled in GOTHIC 7.2 using a coarse three-dimensional grid with a
standard high Reynolds k-𝜖 turbulence model and second-order spatial discretization
[56]. This was considered sufficient as it was believed that the global mixing was
controlled by the volumetric mixing and not the interaction between the jet and density
interface. This was found to be incorrect and that the coarse grid resulted in a large over
prediction of the mixing time and under prediction of the vertical travel of the injected
steam. Because of the computational intensity it would take to use a finer threedimensional GOTHIC grid, it was converted to a much finer axisymmetric twodimensional grid. With the switch to the two-dimensional grid, GOTHIC well predicted
the erosion of the helium layer by the steam jet, modeled the mixing adequately, under
predicted the temperature at all points, and under predicted the resultant velocity field in
the gas. The code was found to better predict experimental results with higher Froude
numbers or approximately Fr > 3. Sensitivity studies indicated that further refinement of
the two-dimensional grid would not significantly benefit the model and that a fine threedimensional grid would be needed to improve the model further.
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A study presented at the 15th Annual Conference of the Canadian Nuclear Society in
1994 covered a simulation of air in a square cavity undergoing natural circulation using
GOTHIC [54]. The cavity was modeled with the left side heated to a constant uniform
temperature, the right side cooled to a constant uniform temperature, and the other two
sides adiabatic. A two-dimensional grid was used with four different Rayleigh numbers
that were chosen to correspond with an available numerical benchmark. The model used
no slip conditions, which it controlled through the hydraulic diameter, on the walls. The
simulation results were in excellent agreement with the numerical benchmark for both
flow rate and temperature, but the Nusselt number was significantly over predicted,
though the result improved when the grid was refined. The over prediction was attributed
to GOTHIC’s use of a forward differencing scheme rather than a central difference. This
was unavoidable, however, as the use of a central differencing scheme resulted in nonphysical solutions at high ratios of convection to diffusion.
A multi-code, multi-facility project was initiated to evaluate the abilities of several
different codes to model a severe accident in an LWR [55]. As GOTHIC is the code of
interest for this thesis, only those results are considered here. The goal of the project was
to determine whether the stratification and gas distribution over time with the additional
effects of severe accident management systems could be accurately modeled. The
TOSQAN, MISTRA, PANDA, and SPOT were modeled and experimental data from
those facilities was used to validate the results. The test scenario considered was a small
break LOCA in a pressurized water reactor within dry containment. The duration of the
test was split into four distinct phases for which the phenomena of interest were the
pressure changes and the stratification of steam and helium throughout. Test conditions
were carefully scaled between the various facilities to obtain the most equivalent results.
Analyses were conducted both pre- and post-test to evaluate sensitivity to chosen
conditions and make corrections to models [55]. GOTHIC was found to be highly
dependent on the spray mass flow rate and temperature, as well as the position of the
cooler in the PANDA facility. Also in PANDA, GOTHIC was found to over predict the
pressurization rate in the first three phases of the transient. The over prediction resulted
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from reduced wall condensation caused by poor representation of the initial gas
distribution, gas temperature, and wall temperature which was fixed in later simulations.
In both the PANDA and the TOSQAN facilities, GOTHIC over predicted the
temperatures initially because the enhanced turbulent diffusivity and/or radiative heat
transfer was not well modeled. This was largely corrected in the post-test analysis. For
the first three phases, the helium distribution was modeled very accurately, but GOTHIC
was found to overestimate gas temperatures in facilities without condensation, which was
corrected by increasing the convective heat transfer coefficient for those models. During
the fourth phase of all the tests, GOTHIC did not accurately simulate the upper region’s
helium concentration, increased stratification erosion, or final vertical helium
distribution. However, GOTHIC very accurately modeled the depressurization and the
re-evaporation rates. Overall, the study concluded that the simulations of the tests were
largely successful, but there were several areas for improvement and both the PANDA
and MISTRA facilities had unexplained deviations from code results that would require
further investigation.
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3 Geometry & Grid
To simulate a PCC test in the HTTF using GOTHIC, the physical aspects of the system
were first built in the software. The geometry of the HTTF, which was covered in
Sections 1.1 & 1.2, could not be rendered explicitly in GOTHIC as is common in
modeling, and had to be simplified to work within the abilities of the simulation software
while preserving the important phenomena. Wherever possible, the identification
number(s) corresponding to an item in its GOTHIC model menu are included.

3.1 Geometry
3.1.1 Pressure Vessel & Internal Regions
The PPV encompasses the upper plenum, upcomer, metallic core support structure
(MCSS), core, lower plenum, lower head, inlet, and outlet regions. Primarily, the
simplifications in these regions regarded the merging of many small volumes into larger
approximate volumes and the reduction of spaces to their base shapes. Because of the
high number of changes that were made to the core region, it was broken out into its own
section in this paper.
The minimum requirements to create a control volume in GOTHIC are to define the
volume of the fluid region, vertical location relative to the origin, and hydraulic diameter.
For reference, the floor of the reactor cavity serves as the relative base height from which
everything was defined. The volume data for each region was specified through tables in
the relevant sections, and the following equation was used to determine the hydraulic
diameter:
𝐷𝐻 = 4

𝐴𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓
𝑉

(1)

With those values established, a control volume can be further defined if necessary by
subdividing the volume, which allows for a variety of refinements. These refinements
include grid size and spacing, blockages and volume shapes, volume porosities, etc.
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Upper Plenum
The upper plenum region of the HTTF, shown in detail in Figure 9, constitutes the open
cavity above the core. It is made up by a steel dome with numerous hollow metal rods
that pierce the shell of the pressure vessel and hang vertically in the space. These rods
have not been modeled in this work as their primary purpose is to stand in for the control
rods from the MHTGR design, which could affect the thermal mixing in the upper
plenum region. Because the primary objective of this work was not concerned with the
thermal mixing and stratification of the coolant, that was considered acceptable. The top
of the dome is also thermally insulated with a layer of insulation between the PPV shell
and the inner steel boundary. Lastly, the dome and the vertically walled section below it
were modeled as two separate volumes for simplification purposes.
Insulated Region

Viewing Port

Inner Shell

Upcomer Inlet
Control Rod Stand-In

Figure 9: HTTF Upper Head Region
Table 2: Upper Plenum Volume Data

Upper Plenum Dome
Upper Plenum Cyl.

ID
1
2

Vol. (𝑚3 )
0.51392
0.92348

Elev. (𝑚)
5.15582
4.65582

Height (𝑚)
0.5
0.5

𝐷𝐻 (𝑚)
0.79038
1.5335
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Upcomer & MCSS
The upcomer is the space between the core sleeve, which holds the side reflectors in
place, and the inside wall of the PPV. The numerous welded-on metal protrusions that
were used to guide the pressure vessel shell into place have been ignored in this model.
In addition, all instrumentation and penetrations that exist in this space have not been
modeled either. The upcomer is also the location where the coolant gas enters the PPV,
which is discussed in more detail in the following paragraphs.
The MCSS is made up of a two-level steel honeycombed structure upon which the core
rests. The gas enters the upcomer and is directed downward by a diverter into the bottom
level of the MCSS. From there it sifts through and up into the top level before passing
back out into the upcomer, where it travels to the upper plenum and passes through the
core. An overview of the structure and flow path is shown in Figure 10.
Upper Plenum

Core
Upcomer

Diverter
MCSS
Figure 10: PPV Flow Path

Because of how the gas travels and their positioning relative to each other, the upcomer
and the MCSS were modeled as a single volume. In addition, because the thermal
mixing was not the phenomena being studied and the fact that the flow patterns there
have minimal impact on the temperature conditions inside the core during the accident,
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the steel structure of the MCSS region was not modeled in GOTHIC. This does not have
a large effect on the volume of the space, but the flow was significantly more direct than
before. The last major simplification in this region was that the inlet location was moved
from the wall to the center of the floor in the MCSS region. This decision was made due
to limitations in how GOTHIC allows blockages and structures to be defined and the
corresponding difficulty in placing a pipe in a curved, vertical surface. A visual
representation of this move is shown in Figure 11.

New Location

Old Location

Figure 11: Inlet/Outlet Move Representation

Table 3: Upcomer + MCSS Volume Data

Upcomer + MCSS

ID
7

Vol. (𝑚3 )
1.34752

Elev. (𝑚)
1.2254

Height (𝑚)
3.43042

𝐷𝐻 (𝑚)
0.11933

Lower Plenum
The lower plenum region of the PPV consists of an open space containing 163 ceramic
posts upon which the core block stack rests. It is walled in by the side reflector on the
sides with a ceramic and steel floor. The inner pipe of the concentric duct connects to
this region through the wall, which serves as the outlet for the coolant passing through the
core.
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The number of extrusions that exist in this space required the volume to be simplified.
Therefore, the region was modeled as a porous medium without dealing with each post
individually. GOTHIC deals with porous mediums by first calculating the natural
porosity of each cell with respect to blockages, then multiplying the free volume by the
default porosity set by the user as shown in the following equation:
𝑉𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 − 𝑉𝑏𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘
𝑉𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙

(2)

Θ𝑛𝑒𝑡 = Θ𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑙 Θ𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑎𝑢𝑙𝑡

(3)

Θ𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑙 =

However, changing the porosity only serves to reduce the cell volumes and does not
model any kind of actual physical blockage. The last major simplification in this region
was that the outlet was moved from the wall to the center of the floor for the same
reasons as were discussed for the inlet.
Instrument Channel
Heater Rod Channels
Side Reflector

Lower Plenum Roof
Outlet

Lower Plenum Post
Lower Plenum Floor
Figure 12: HTTF Lower Plenum Region
Table 4: Lower Plenum Volume Data

Lower Plenum

ID
3

Vol. (𝑚3 )
0.34649

Elev. (𝑚)
1.55575

Height (𝑚)
0.22225

𝐷𝐻 (𝑚)
0.08609

Θ𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑎𝑢𝑙𝑡
0.63351
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Lower Head
The lower head of the HTTF is the entry point for power into the system. Power is
passed into the system via flexible metal bands that are bolted onto clamps, which
connect directly to the base of the graphite heater structures inside the core. During
operations, there is a limited amount of gas exchange between this volume and the core
region above through gaps in the penetrations that the graphite rods pass through.
Because this gas exchange is so small, the lower head was modeled as a distinct volume
that has no fluid connection to the active core region above it. For the purposes of the
GOTHIC model, none of the protrusions or graphite rods have been represented in the
model. Note that the image below does not depict the metal bands connecting the
graphite rods to the power entry points and the additional pipe that is present is part of the
lower break assembly, which was not relevant to this project.
Heater Rod

Thermal Conductor Port

Lower Break Pipe
Power Entry Point

Lower Head Access
Figure 13: HTTF Lower Head
Table 5: Lower Head Volume Data

Lower Head

ID
4

Vol. (𝑚3 )
0.9502

Elev. (𝑚)
0.3

Height (𝑚)
0.9

𝐷𝐻 (𝑚)
0.64298
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Inlet & Outlet
Because this project was primarily concerned with the temperature conditions that relate
to the peak core temperature, the full fluid pathway outside of the core and reactor cavity
regions have not been modeled. Instead, two boundary conditions (see Section 4.1.2)
were established and connected to the inlet and outlet. “Dummy” inlet and outlet control
volumes were created to connect the boundary conditions to the appropriate locations in
the model because boundary conditions can only connect to flow paths in GOTHIC. As
flow paths can only make single cell connections and the inlet and outlet locations span
multiple cells, a limitation arose. If one were to connect the boundary conditions directly
to the appropriate locations, a separate flow path and boundary condition pair would have
to be made for each cell that the inlet or outlet spans. To overcome this, a lumped
“dummy” volume was created that was connected via a 3D connector to the appropriate
location on one side and connected via flow path to the boundary condition on the other.
This was done for both the inlet and the outlet. The “dummy” volumes were made long
enough that the limiting location for the time step was not in these volumes.
Table 6: Inlet & Outlet Volume Data

Inlet
Outlet

ID
5
6

Vol. (𝑚3 )
0.08617
0.084

Elev. (𝑚)
0.0254
0.35575

Height (𝑚)
1.2
1.2

𝐷𝐻 (𝑚)
0.30237
0.29854

3.1.2 Core Region
The core region, as described in Sections 1.1 & 1.2, is made up of hexagonally stacked
prismatic blocks with graphite heater structures and coolant running its length. The
translation of this region into a viable GOTHIC model required more simplifications and
departures from the true geometry than any other region. These changes include volume
merging, material property averaging, and shape changes.
Volume Merging
The first simplification needed dealt with GOTHIC’s limitations in handling individual
volumes. The software’s primary function is a thermal hydraulic system code, which
means it is not set up to efficiently evaluate volumes on a small scale in a large model.
The core block’s heater and coolant systems include more than 700 separate penetrations
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of varying sizes, which was not realistic to model explicitly. To compensate for this
limitation, the core was divided concentrically and all flow channels in each section were
merged together. These divisions are shown in Figure 14.
Outer Bypass
Outer Band
Middle Band
Inner Band
Inside Channel
Inner Bypass

Figure 14: Core Block Concentric Divisions

The flow in each of those divisions was merged into single channel volumes and were
defined as the following:
Table 7: Merged Flow Volumes

Name
Inner Bypass
Inside Channel
Inner Band
Middle Band
Outer Band
Outer Bypass

Cumulative
Flow Area (𝑚2 )
0.004921
0.00247
0.019666
0.028502
0.032493
0.007126
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Material Property Averaging
As mentioned, GOTHIC is not a software built to deal with volumes on a small scale.
The hundreds of individual flow channels and heated columns set in ceramic core blocks
that make up the HTTF’s core do not mesh well with the way GOTHIC sets up volumes
and connects them. The variations in material properties that occur in the HTTF are
radially irregular, which is a challenge for GOTHIC. To overcome this, the material
properties of the core were smeared together. This smearing was done using the same
divisions shown in Figure 14, and the following method was used to take the weighted
average of the material properties:
∑𝑁
𝑛=1 𝑥𝑛 𝐴𝑛
𝑥̅ =
∑𝑁
𝑛=1 𝐴𝑛

(4)

where:
𝑥𝑛 = material property of the 𝑛𝑡ℎ material
𝐴𝑛 = cross-sectional area occupied by the 𝑛𝑡ℎ material
𝑥̅ = weighted average material property of the smeared area
This process was used to find the weighted average of density, thermal conductivity, and
specific heat for each of the regions defined by Figure 14. The resulting properties can
be found in Section 4.2.2. This smearing includes the regions where heat was generated,
therefore, the volumetric heat generation was adjusted appropriately to compensate.
Shape Change
The last major alteration made to the core region was a shift away from the hexagonal
core shape. The only blockage shapes GOTHIC allows are a block, cylinder, wedge,
cone, cap, or torus. More complicated shapes can be formed from overlaying those
different shape types, but that can be problematic, especially when using blockage
surfaces as thermal conductor surfaces, as was the case in this project. Due to the
difficulty and assumptions required to preserve the hexagonal shape, the decision was
made to change the nature of the core. As described in the earlier section on volume
merging, the core flow was changed to be represented by six combined volumes. While
those volumes could have been physically represented in GOTHIC using circular
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channels, it would not have preserved the correct geometric properties. To preserve those
properties, and because GOTHIC is not dependent on geometry, the core flow channels
were defined as 1D volumes with flat, vertical walls somewhat like a parallel plate
geometry. This is similar to the setup that would result from circular channels but,
because it was not limited by physical shape, better able to preserve the correct values for
hydraulic diameter and wetted perimeter, which in turn should preserve the appropriate
heat transfer throughout the core. Figure 15 shows a generalized cross-sectional view of
the GOTHIC PPV, where the 1D region is indicated in the 3D space.

Figure 15: Cross-sectional View of the GOTHIC PPV

This conversion greatly simplified the shape of the conductors and removed the need for
assumptions about how the complicated combination shapes would thermally interact
with the fluid volumes. As stated, the 1D representation allows for the original
geometry’s nature to be better preserved in this translated model rather than explicitly
modeling a physically merged geometry. The quantities that need to be representative of
the original geometry are the hydraulic diameter, wetted perimeter, and conductor
thickness, which preserves the total surface area in contact with the flow and the total
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flow area. The flow area and geometric parameters were calculated using the following
methodology [57]:
𝑁

𝐴𝐹𝑡𝑜𝑡 = ∑ 𝐴𝐹𝑛

(5)

𝑛=1
𝑁

𝑃𝑊𝑡𝑜𝑡 = ∑ 𝑃𝑊𝑛
𝑛=1
𝐴𝐹𝑡𝑜𝑡

̅̅̅̅
𝐷𝐻 = 4

𝑃𝑊𝑡𝑜𝑡
𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡 = 𝐴𝐹𝑡𝑜𝑡 ℎ𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒
𝐴𝐹
𝑤𝑣𝑜𝑙 = 𝑡𝑜𝑡
̅̅̅̅
𝐷𝐻

(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

where:
𝐴𝐹𝑡𝑜𝑡 = total flow area of the region
𝑁 = total number of holes in the region
𝐴𝐹𝑛 = flow area of the 𝑛𝑡ℎ hole in the region
𝑃𝑊𝑡𝑜𝑡 = total wetted perimeter of the region
𝑃𝑊𝑛 = wetted perimeter of the 𝑛𝑡ℎ hole in the region
̅̅̅̅
𝐷𝐻 = average hydraulic diameter of the region
𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡 = total fluid volume of the region
ℎ𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 = height of the core
𝑤𝑣𝑜𝑙 = width of the translated region
When defining the dimensions of the subdivided volume, the calculated ̅̅̅̅
𝐷𝐻 was used as
the y-dimension and 𝑤𝑣𝑜𝑙 was used as the x-dimension. The translated conductor
parameters are shown in Section 4.2.2. A detailed look at a vertical cut of a physical
representation of the GOTHIC HTTF can be seen in Figure 16 and a more precise view
of how GOTHIC views the model is shown in the nodalization diagram in Section 4.3.
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Figure 16: Vertical Cut of GOTHIC HTTF
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Table 8: Core Region Volume Data

Inner Bypass
Inside Flow
Inner Band Flow
Middle Band Flow
Outer Band Flow
Gap

ID
13
12
11
10
9
8

Vol. (𝑚3 )
0.004921
0.007108
0.087492
0.082024
0.093507
0.125632

Elev. (𝑚)
1.778
1.778
1.778
1.778
1.778
1.778

Height (𝑚)
2.87782
2.87782
2.87782
2.87782
2.87782
2.87782

𝐷𝐻 (𝑚)
0.01905
0.010501
0.015384
0.015875
0.014055
0.014933

One item of note from Table 8 is that there is no reference to the outer bypass flow. That
flow channel was combined with the gap flow channel on the outside of the core blocks
because the merged amount of flow area it contained resulted in such a narrow space that
it caused errors in the heat energy movement out of the core.

3.1.3 Reactor Cavity
The reactor cavity is an air-filled space at atmospheric pressure between the RCCS walls
and the PPV. It is heated by the energy output from the surface of the PPV and cooled by
the RCCS. The volume is dominated by the pressure vessel and all its accompanying
components. Figure 17 shows a vertical cross-section of the full HTTF system, including
the RCCS. Note that the GOTHIC pressure vessel was smooth, meaning that the
instruments and their penetrations, break simulation valves, concentric duct, flanges, and
support legs of the true PPV were not modeled. None of those features are expected to
have a large impact on the natural circulation cycle in the cavity and as such their absence
should not be a problem. Also, note that the structure rests on a cement floor with a
ground temperature condition on its bottom surface; the RCCS walls continue several
inches above the highest point shown in Figure 17; and the space is capped with a ceiling
that does not have water cooling. All the above have been included in the GOTHIC
model.
Table 9: Reactor Cavity Volume Data

Reactor Cavity

ID
14

Vol. (𝑚3 )
29.09079

Elev. (𝑚)
0

Height (𝑚)
6.551

𝐷𝐻 (𝑚)
1.27314
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Pressure Vessel
RCCS Panel

Upper Plenum
Upper Reflector

Upcomer

Side Reflector

Core Ceramic

Heater Rod

Lower Reflector

Lower Plenum

Concentric Duct
MCSS

Lower Head

Figure 17: Vertical Cross-section of the HTTF
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For ease of reference with the noding diagram shown in Section 4.3, the volume data that
was displayed in individual tables throughout Section 3.1 is combined and displayed in
Table 10.
Table 10: Conglomerated Volume Data

Upper Plenum Dome
Upper Plenum Cyl.
Upcomer + MCSS
Lower Plenum
Lower Head
Inlet
Outlet
Inner Bypass
Inside Flow
Inner Band Flow
Middle Band Flow
Outer Band Flow
Gap
Reactor Cavity

ID
1
2
7
3
4
5
6
13
12
11
10
9
8
14

Vol. (𝑚3 )
0.51392
0.92348
1.34752
0.34649
0.9502
0.08617
0.084
0.00492
0.00711
0.08749
0.08202
0.09351
0.12563
29.0908

Elev. (𝑚)
5.15582
4.65582
1.2254
1.55575
0.3
0.0254
0.35575
1.778
1.778
1.778
1.778
1.778
1.778
0

Height (𝑚)
0.5
0.5
3.43042
0.22225
0.9
1.2
1.2
2.87782
2.87782
2.87782
2.87782
2.87782
2.87782
6.551

𝐷𝐻 (𝑚)
0.79038
1.5335
0.11933
0.08609
0.64298
0.30237
0.29854
0.01905
0.0105
0.01538
0.01588
0.01406
0.01493
1.27314

3.2 Grid
The grid structure that was used for this model was limited by constraints imposed by the
radiation structure. For the reactor cavity, those constraints involve axial divisions that
are described in more detail in Section 4.2.4, as well as previously unmentioned vertical
divisions. In both cases, the limitations arise from restricting what surfaces can view
each other in a model-wide radiation scheme. The horizontal and vertical divisions used
in the model are shown in Figures 18 & 19. The horizontal divisions were made such
that the number of cells were maximized while keeping each 90° section within a single
cell. The vertical divisions correspond directly with the edges of each volume with one
extra division for the long central cylinder.
For the PPV internal regions, there were two primary grid styles with one exception,
which was the volume representing the upcomer and MCSS combination. Because that
volume was the bridge from the 1D core regions back to 3D space, the upcomer/MCSS
region interacted with two different types of thermal conductor surface assignment. To
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facilitate the proper interaction, a spanned thermal conductor on side A needed to be
assigned to a single receiving cell on side B. The result was that the upcomer/MCSS
volume was made with a 2x2x2 grid, which is shown in Figures 20 & 21.
For the rest of the model, one grid style covers the core region volumes, while the other
encompasses the remainder of the PPV internal regions besides the upcomer/MCSS
volume. The core region uses simple vertical cells, as it was 1D, while the other grid
style uses a 3D grid with an equal number of cells in each dimension. To test the grid
convergence of the solution, three models were made using different grid sizes. The
upcomer/MCSS volume and the reactor cavity grids were not changed for any of the
three models. The grids were made using the coarse model as the base with
multiplicatively larger medium and fine grid sizes. The details of each level of grid
refinement are shown in Table 11, where the core region encompasses the volumes
referenced in Table 8 and the non-core region includes the upper plenum dome, upper
plenum cylinder, lower plenum, and the lower head.

Figure 18: Reactor Cavity Grid Top View
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Figure 19: Reactor Cavity Grid Front View

Figure 20: Upcomer/MCSS Grid Top View
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Figure 21: Upcomer/MCSS Grid Front View

Figure 22: Core Grid Front View
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Figure 23: Representative Non-core PPV Internal Grid Front View

Table 11: Grid Sizing/Cell Count

Core Region
Non-Core Region
Total Model Cells

Coarse
13
2x2x2
194

Medium
26
4x4x4
496

Fine
39
6x6x6
1182
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4 Model Settings & Options
The design and physics models that were used for this project, as well as any associated
simplifications, are enumerated and discussed in the following chapter. As in Chapter 3,
the identification number(s) corresponding to an item in its menu from the GOTHIC
model were included.

4.1 Initial & Boundary Conditions
4.1.1 Initial Conditions
To run a simulation in GOTHIC, a starting condition for each volume must be set prior to
its initialization. That condition includes setting the fluid type and its starting state
conditions. The default values for room temperature, atmospheric pressure, and humidity
were used for the air in the reactor cavity, and a custom condition was made for the
helium gas circulating in the PPV. The values used for the custom condition represent
the expected steady state values [9].
Table 12: Volume Initial Conditions

Air
Helium

Total Press.
(𝑘𝑃𝑎)
101.35
800

Vapor Temp.
(°𝐶 )
26.667
259

Liquid
Temp. (°𝐶)
26.667
26.667

Relative
Humidity (%)
60
0

Liquid Vol.
Fraction
0
0

4.1.2 Boundary Conditions
To create the conditions necessary to properly simulate the PCC accident scenario
required establishing four boundary conditions. Two of these conditions were used for
the HTTF inlet and outlet, and another pair to simulate environment conditions. The inlet
and outlet conditions were previously touched on in Figure 16 and the inlet & outlet
portion of Section 3.1.1.
The initial goal of the simulation was to achieve an appropriate steady state solution.
Because all the coolant circulatory systems exist outside of the PPV and reactor cavity
region, the boundary conditions simulated their function. Since the mass flow into the
system was known and that same amount should be removed at the outlet, a flow
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boundary condition was used at the inlet and a pressure boundary condition was used at
the outlet.
In the actual reactor cavity, there is air exchange with the air in the bay containing the
facility. That bay was not modeled in this system, which would lead to excessively high
air temperatures if ignored. This was compensated for by injections of air at 40°𝐶 with
an adequate flow rate to keep the maximum temperature in the cavity to ~75°𝐶 in the
medium grid model. That value was chosen as a conservative estimate of what the
temperatures in cavity are expected to be in the actual facility. Additionally, the
environmental boundary condition was connected to the reactor cavity in four places for
both the inlet and the outlet to allow an even distribution of incoming and outgoing flow
from it. Using a combination of known values from HTTF documentation and the
estimates for the reactor bay, the following conditions were established [9]:
Table 13: Inlet & Outlet Boundary Conditions

BC
Type
1
Flow
2
Pressure
3-6
Flow
7-10 Pressure
ID

Coolant Inlet
Coolant Outlet
ATM Inlet
ATM Outlet

Press.
(𝑘𝑃𝑎)
800
798.3
101
100

Temp.
(°𝐶)
259
687
40
40

Flow
𝑘𝑔
(𝑠)
0.965
-0.965
0.05
-0.05

Elev.
(𝑚)
0.9204
1.2508
0
6.551

One thing to note from Table 13 is the difference in pressure between the inlet and the
outlet. That pressure difference was representative of the losses across the flow system.
Once a steady state condition was met, the accident scenario as described in Section 2.1.1
was allowed to occur. For the boundary conditions, that meant that the forced convection
flow that they establish ends. As a flow condition, the coolant inlet was turned off
directly via a trip. The coolant outlet, however, requires the addition of a valve. The
valve was opened and closed directly via the same trip condition that stopped the inlet
flow. The valve was set to have the same flow area as the dummy outlet pipe with no
additional flow resistance. The trip was engaged when the maximum rate of change in
the core temperature was less than

1%
ℎ𝑟

. That time was ~90,000 seconds after the start of
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the simulation for the initial tests and sensitivity studies and ~180,000 seconds for the
final run. Additionally, the valve had no delay between fully open and fully closed
positions.

4.2 Physics & Model Options
This section details the physics and modeling options selected for the simulation. In
GOTHIC, volumes can be connected in one of two ways: via conductor or flow.
Conductors can be external or internal to a volume and are always defined as having two
surfaces. The two sides of an external conductor can be connected to different cells while
both sides of an internal conductor must be connected to the same cell. For the purposes
of this project, an external conductor was used in most cases to bridge volumes, while
internal conductors were used for the core center and the heat removal by the RCCS at
the boundaries of the model.
For flow, volumes can be connected in one of two ways. The first method is by a 1D
flow path, which must directly connect from one cell to another, or by a 3D connector,
which allows two volumes to be connected across a span of cells. In the latter, the
software determines the locations of the openings that align and passes flow through
them.

4.2.1 Surface Options
For each of the two sides of the conductor described above, a surface option must be
selected. A surface option consists of a combination of other options that define how a
surface interacts physically and thermally with a fluid volume. The options that were
relevant to this model were the heat transfer option and any associated value,
condensation option, natural convection option, and forced convection option.
Heat Transfer Options
•

Direct: The default option and most commonly used, as it includes a general package
of heat transfer models for condensation, convection, and radiation to steam. It has
the widest range of compatibility and is usable even if only one of the heat transfer
mechanisms is relevant. It is recommended for most environments and was used for
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the majority of flat, vertical surfaces in this system other than the core center, RCCS
walls, and upper and lower head surfaces [50].
•

Sp Temperature: This option allows a surface to always be kept at a specified
temperature, which removes or adds energy as necessary. The energy supplied or
removed to maintain that temperature is not drawn from the system, but rather treated
as some known source or sink with no other interaction. This option was used to
model a temperature boundary at the bottom side of the cement floor, where, after
passing through a defined thickness of cement, the energy required to maintain a
temperature of 10°𝐶 was removed [50].

•

Sp Heat Flux: This option allows a specified heat flux to serve as a boundary
condition for a surface that is not connected to the volume in which the conductor is
defined. Like the specified temperature condition, any energy added or removed does
not come from the model system, but is simply provided from some known source or
sink. This option can also be used to make an insulated surface if the heat flux
passing through it is defined as zero. This option was used for the core center and the
RCCS walls [50].

Another element of GOTHIC that has not been discussed previously but becomes
relevant here is forcing functions. A forcing function allows for some set nominal value
to be multiplied by the result of the function evaluation. This methodology was used to
represent the heat removal by the RCCS.
The RCCS for the HTTF consists of insulated, aluminum panels with water running in
vertical sheets through them. Rather than explicitly modeling the fluid passing through
those panels, a specified heat flux condition was used in the GOTHIC model. Using the
natural vertical cell divisions in the reactor cavity, a separate heat flux condition was set
up for each vertical level. That condition assumes a linear energy absorption from the
inlet temperature (20°𝐶) at the bottom to the maximum temperature (45°𝐶) at the top.
The temperature at the center of each vertical cell level using that relation was set as the
fluid temperature boundary condition in the following equation:
𝑞 ′′ = ℎ(𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓 − 𝑇𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑖𝑑 )

(10)
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The temperature of the surface was determined by GOTHIC itself, which was set to be
the average wall temperature in the same cell on the same vertical level as the 𝑇𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑖𝑑
used. The convection coefficient used was an arbitrary, conservative value for forced
convection in a pipe [58]. The resulting heat flux for each level was then multiplied by
the nominal value defined in the surface option (a value of one was used) to determine
the heat flux. This process was repeated for every time step allowing the heat flux to
change as the surface temperature of the RCCS panels changed.
Condensation Options
Condensation options only apply for certain heat transfer options, which in this case was
only the Direct Option. They help control how a surface interacts with heat and mass
transfer, mist formation, and films. Because the surfaces that use the direct option were
only in contact with helium gas, there was no need to account for mist and film. As a
result, the unenhanced Diffusion Layer Model was used in all cases [41].
Natural Convection Options
These options control the correlation used when calculating the natural convection heat
transfer coefficient. They only apply to the surfaces where the Direct Option was
selected. The natural convection options selected were for vertical surfaces, up-facing
surfaces, and down-facing surfaces. The up- and down-facing surface options were used
for the upper and lower domes of the PPV. Refer to the GOTHIC technical manual for
more details [41].
Forced Convection Options
These options control the correlation used when calculating the forced convection heat
transfer coefficient. The option chosen was the pipe flow relation and it again only
applies to the surfaces where the Direct Option was selected. Refer to the GOTHIC
technical manual for more details [41].
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Table 14: Conductor Surface Options

1
2

Heat Tr.
Option
Direct
Direct

Nom.
Value
-

3

Direct

4

Sp Temp
Sp Heat
Flux
Sp Heat
Flux

ID
Vert. Surf.
Up Surf.
Down
Surf.
Ground
Core
Center
RCCS
Panel

5
6-10

-

Cond.
Option
DLM
DLM

-

-

DLM

10

-

-

Natural Conv.
Option
VERT SURF
FACE UP
FACE
DOWN
-

0

-

-

-

-

1

✓

-

-

-

FF

Forced Conv.
Option
PIPE FLOW
PIPE FLOW
PIPE FLOW
-

4.2.2 Conductor Types
Each conductor used in GOTHIC is defined by a conductor type menu, which controls its
physical properties. Its geometry, nodalization, and internal heat generation are all
controlled by this set of options. The types used in this model are detailed in the
following sections.
Geometry
There are three types of geometry that can represent a conductor: a wall, rod, and tube. A
wall conductor needs a defined thickness, a rod needs an outer diameter, and a tube needs
an outer diameter as well as a thickness to inform the software of where the inner
diameter is. The rod condition was not used in this model.
Nodalization
Once the geometry of the conductor is defined, a “region” submenu is generated where
the 1D conductor thickness can be nodalized. The subdivisions of this nodalization can
be done both manually and automatically, and, in addition, each subdivision can have a
separate material type and heat generation. This allows flexibility in how materially
varying but radially regular conductors can be defined. From within this submenu, a
further one can be reached where material types with their corresponding values for
density, conductivity, and specific heat can be defined. Each of the conductor materials
and properties used is detailed at the end of this section.
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Heat Generation
In GOTHIC, conductors can be used as energy sources or sinks into the system at a
prescribed volumetric heat generation rate. This method was used to simulate the heater
rods of the HTTF system. As mentioned in Section 3.1.2, the material properties of the
concentrically subdivided regions of the core averaged together have been adjusted to
account for the fact that a significant portion of the material included in the GOTHIC
conductor was not part of the graphite heater columns in the HTTF. To find the
appropriate volumetric heat generation for each of the heated regions, the number of
graphite columns in each was determined, as well as the effective solid volume of each
region. The total power of the HTTF was divided evenly among all heater columns,
which, when multiplied by the number of columns per region, gives the total energy input
in each. Finally, the total energy into each region divided by the solid volume of the
region gives the effective volumetric heat generation rate, which is required by GOTHIC.
𝑃𝑡𝑜𝑡
𝑁
𝑁𝑡𝑜𝑡 𝑐
𝑉𝑠 = 𝐴𝑒𝑓𝑓 ℎ𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒
𝑃
̇ = 𝑟𝑒𝑔
𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑔
𝑉𝑠
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑔 =

(11)
(12)
(13)

where:
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑔 = power in the region
𝑃𝑡𝑜𝑡 = total power
𝑁𝑡𝑜𝑡 = total number of heater rods in system
𝑁𝑐 = number of columns in the region
𝑉𝑠 = solid volume of the region
𝐴𝑒𝑓𝑓 = effective solid material cross-sectional area of the region
ℎ𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 = height of the core
̇ = volumetric heat generation of the region
𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑔
Lastly, as described in Section 3.1.2, most of the internal regions of the PPV were
converted to 1D volumes with flat, vertical walls. The following methodology was used
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to perform the translation of the conductors in the core region to correspond with a 1D
structure [57]:
𝑉𝑠 = 𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡 − 𝑉𝑓
𝑃𝑊
𝐴𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓 = ℎ𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒
2
𝑉𝑠
Δ𝑦 =
𝐴𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓

(14)
(15)
(16)

where:
𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡 = total volume of the region
𝑉𝑓 = total fluid volume in the region
Δ𝑦 = approximate thickness of the translated conductor
For Tables 15, 18, and 19, the following abbreviations are used:
Side Reflector = SR
Upcomer/MCSS = UM

Core Barrel = CB

Upper Plenum = UP

Upper Head = UH

Outer Band = OB Middle Band = MB
Inner Bypass = IB

Lower Head = LH
Inner Band = IBand

Lower Plenum = LP
Outer Ceramic = OC
Inside Band = NB

Core Center = CC

Table 15: Conductor Types

Pressure Vessel
SR + CB
OC
OB
MB
IBand
NB
CC
LP Floor
MCSS Floor
UH
LH
Reactor Cavity Floor
Reactor Cavity Ceiling
RCCS Panel

ID

Geom.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Tube
Wall
Wall
Wall
Wall
Wall
Wall
Wall
Wall
Wall
Wall
Wall
Wall
Wall
Wall

Thick.
(𝑐𝑚)
1.27
28.395
7.5959
4.8698
3.9196
4.1421
17.9596
22.1218
6.54
2.54
6.1513
1.27
15.24
4.1275
0.3175

O.D.
(𝑐𝑚)
166.4
-

𝑘𝐽
𝑉̇ ( 3 )
𝑚 ∗𝑠
1311.50799
1862.22896
1844.17775
-

FF
✓
✓
✓
-
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As seen in Table 15, a forcing function was used again, this time to control the energy
output by the heaters. The trip that shuts off the inlet flow and closes the valve on the
outlet also cuts the heater output to decay values. Because the HTTF is a facility scaled
to model the MHTGR, the decay power used for this model was ultimately based on that
facility’s prototypical power, which is 350 MW [14]. However, though the HTTF is a
full temperature facility, it cannot achieve the scaled normal operations power due to
design limitations. As a result, 2.2 MW, the maximum possible power for the HTTF, was
used [14]. This project used an initial decay power of 5% that of prototypical operations
in the MHTGR, which decreased following a decay power curve. The scaling ratio
between the HTTF and the MHTGR’s core power for the natural circulation phase used
1

1

in the preliminary tests and sensitivity studies was 32 while the final run used 55 [14].
1

This provided a more rigorous testing regime for the model as using 32 for the scaling
ratio results in higher model temperatures. In addition, because the model used 2.2 MW
as its normal operations power, the decay power curve was modified to account for that.
Following a light water reactor’s power curve, the following relations and step-wise
modified decay power curves were used:
𝑀𝐻𝑇𝐺𝑅𝑃𝑃 ∗ 𝐷𝑃𝐶𝑀
𝑆𝑃𝑅
𝐻𝑇𝑇𝐹𝐷𝑃
𝑀𝐷𝑀 =
𝐻𝑇𝑇𝐹𝑀𝑃

𝐻𝑇𝑇𝐹𝐷𝑃 =

where:
DP = Decay Power
PP = Prototypical Power
DPCM = Decay Power Curve Multiplier
𝑆𝑃𝑅 = Scaled Power Ratio
MDM = Modified Decay Multiplier
MP = Maximum Power
DPCT = Decay Power Curve Time

(17)
(18)
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Table 16: HTTF Decay Power Levels (𝑆𝑃𝑅 =

Model Time (sec)
𝑡 < 90000
90000 ≤ 𝑡 < 90100
90100 ≤ 𝑡 < 91000
91000 ≤ 𝑡 < 100000
100000 ≤ 𝑡 < 190000
190000 ≤ 𝑡

DPCT (sec)
0
1E0-1E2
1E2-1E3
1E3-1E4
1E4-1E5
1E5→

DPCM
0.05
0.03
0.02
0.01
0.005

MDM
1
0.1541
0.1114
0.0982
0.0895
0.0818
0.0736
0.0686
0.065
0.06
0.0545
0.0477
0.0405
0.0368
0.0341
0.0314
0.0286
0.0255
0.0223
0.0205
0.0191
0.0177
0.0164
0.0141

)

MDM
1
0.2486
0.1492
0.0994
0.0497
0.0249

Table 17: HTTF Decay Power Levels (𝑆𝑃𝑅 =

Model Time (sec)
𝑡 < 180000
180000 ≤ 𝑡 < 180036
180036 ≤ 𝑡 < 180073
180073 ≤ 𝑡 < 180136
180136 ≤ 𝑡 < 180182
180182 ≤ 𝑡 < 180364
180364 ≤ 𝑡 < 180545
180545 ≤ 𝑡 < 180727
180727 ≤ 𝑡 < 180909
180909 ≤ 𝑡 < 181364
181364 ≤ 𝑡 < 181818
181818 ≤ 𝑡 < 183636
183636 ≤ 𝑡 < 185455
185455 ≤ 𝑡 < 187273
187273 ≤ 𝑡 < 189091
189091 ≤ 𝑡 < 193636
193636 ≤ 𝑡 < 198182
198182 ≤ 𝑡 < 216364
216364 ≤ 𝑡 < 234545
234545 ≤ 𝑡 < 252727
252727 ≤ 𝑡 < 270909
270909 ≤ 𝑡 < 316364
316364 ≤ 𝑡 < 361808
361808 ≤ 𝑡

1
32

1
55

Core Power (kW)
2200
546.88
328.13
218.75
109.38
54.69
)

Core Power (kW)
2200
339
245
216
197
180
162
151
143
132
120
105
89
81
75
69
63
56
49
45
42
39
36
31

Table 16 shows the decay power curve used for the initial testing and the sensitivity
studies while Table 17 shows the curve used for the final run of the simulation. Table 16
was made by the author of this project using Nuclear Systems Vol. 1. as the basis [59].
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For Table 17, an internal document was used that included both scaled time and power
[60].
The materials used in the model are detailed in the following table:
Table 18: Material Types

OR
Steel SA-240 304
OC
UH Insulation
Concrete
Aluminum
OB
MB
IBand
NB
CC

𝑘𝑔

𝑊

𝑘𝐽

ID

𝜌 (𝑚3 )

𝑘 (𝑚∗𝐶)

𝑐𝑝 (𝑘𝑔∗𝐶)

Reference

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

2370
7900
1943.8318
91
2000
2700
2244.4172
1996.3745
2031.0501
2848.1882
2809.1173

6.95
19.7
1.753
0.049
0.5
167
4.8638
5.6824
5.7284
2.4105
2.3821

1.17
0.552
2.5375
15
0.7
0.896
2.0519
2.365
2.3171
1.3018
1.3552

[14]
[14]
[61]
[62]
[63]
-

4.2.3 Conductors
Using the information described in Sections 4.2.1 & 4.2.2, heat conductors were
generated. An important note is that certain surfaces in the model were split into multiple
conductors to facilitate the addition of radiation heat transfer to the model and are
discussed more in Section 4.2.4. These additional divisions were not necessary for any
other reason and are not shown in the following table. In addition, conductor surfaces,
defined as side A and side B, were assigned to volumes in this menu that are not
explicitly covered here but can largely be inferred by the nomenclature. All numerical
designations for surface option and conductor type found in Table 19 reference
information from Tables 14 & 15. For a full display of the conductor menus used in the
model, see Appendix B, and for additional information on conductors and the underlying
mechanics see the GOTHIC technical manual [41].
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Table 19: Thermal Conductors

Surf.
Opt. B
2

Cond.
Type
11

S.A.
(𝑚2 )
3.5137

𝑇0 (°𝐶)

Int./Ext.

1-4

Surf.
Opt. A
3

50

Ext.

5-16

1

1

1

20.6394

50

Ext.

17-20

2

3

12

4.3532

50

Ext.

21

2

3

9

1.8242

50

Ext.

22

1

1

2

4.0182

50

Ext.

23

2

3

10

1.8242

50

Ext.

24-31
32
33
34
35
36
37

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

15.2031
16.8889
13.7784
10.3338
7.4059
1.3778
0.5167

50
50
50
50
50
50
50

Ext.
Ext.
Ext.
Ext.
Ext.
Ext.
Int.

38-77

1

6-10

15

67.3302

50

Int.

78-81

2

4

13

6.5025

50

Int.

82-85

3

2

14

6.5025

50

Int.

ID
UH → Cavity
Central Vessel →
Cavity
LH →
Cavity
LP Floor →
UM
LP Walls →
UM
UM Floor →
Lower Head
Gap → UM
OB → Gap
MB → OB
IBand → MB
NB → IBand
IB → NB
CC → IB
RCCS Walls →
Cooling Water
RCCS Floor →
Ground Temp.
RCCS Ceiling →
Atm

4.2.4 Radiation
Radiation heat transfer in GOTHIC is determined by solving for the thermal irradiation
on one surface from all other surfaces. The governing equation that defines this
relationship is [41]:
𝑛

𝐺𝑖 = ∑ 𝐹𝑖→𝑗 𝐽𝑗
𝑗=1

(19)
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where:
𝐺𝑖 = surface irradiation on the 𝑖 𝑡ℎ surface
𝐹𝑖→𝑗 = shape factor of the 𝑗 𝑡ℎ surface on the 𝑖 𝑡ℎ
𝐽𝑗 = radiosity of the 𝑗 𝑡ℎ surface
Finding 𝐽 is the critical component of GOTHIC’s radiation solution. To enable the
software to do that the surface emissivities and shape factors must be defined by the user.
To begin, radiation must be turned on for every conductor side included in the thermal
radiation relations. For the physical HTTF, the primary regions that depend on radiation
heat transfer were the upcomer/MCSS volume and the volume between the PPV surface
and the RCCS walls. However, because of the volume merging discussed in Section
3.1.2, there was complete separation of solid material between adjacent volumes in the
core, resulting in the total loss of solid to solid conduction as a heat transfer mechanism.
To help compensate for that shortcoming, radiation heat transfer was turned on for all
vertical surfaces in the core region. (While radiation heat transfer would be present in the
core of the real facility, it would have little effect on the temperature distribution as it
would simply be many small, circular channels irradiating themselves up to the outer
edge of the core.) Once surfaces have been turned on, an emissivity must be set for each.
The emissivity values used here for the vessel steel, RCCS aluminum, and core ceramic
were drawn from a variety of sources. The steel and aluminum values came from a
preliminary safety document on MHTGRs and those used for the core blocks were based
on testing done by the HTTF project [58][64]. However, the temperatures at which the
core block emissivity tests were conducted at were far lower than necessary for this
analysis and a linear trend was assumed outside of the tested temperatures. The
suitability of that assumption is discussed in Chapter 6.
Table 20: Surface Emissivities

Vessel Steel
RCCS Aluminum
Core Ceramic

𝜖
0.85
0.8
0.6-0.85
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Lastly, the shape factors must be defined through a matrix. The shape factors are a
measure of how much one surface can “see” another for the purposes of radiation. As
described in Section 4.2.3, certain surfaces were divided to facilitate the addition of
radiation to the model. This was done because of how circular surfaces interact with
other surfaces in GOTHIC, which requires the RCCS panels to be divided. When there is
a circular surface radiating to multiple conductors, a different thermal conductor structure
is required because GOTHIC has no method of distinguishing one part of the circular
surface from another or the corresponding surface that they are connected to. For
example, the east side of a circular surface, if kept whole, would still “see” the west side
wall even if that was physically impossible. That and its solution are illustrated in
Figures 24 & 25. The surface of an undivided conductor A that exists in cell 29 would
still be able to see the surface of conductor B in cell 19 even though they would not
physically be able to do so.
In addition to conductor restructuring, two assumptions were made to simplify the shape
factor matrix.
1. Radiation is emitted orthogonally to the emitting surface in the vertical direction.
2. For the reactor cavity, radiation relationships were restricted to 90° sections.
The shape factor matrix requires the quantification of the view that every conductor
surface has of each other, including a surface’s view of itself, which is the diagonal of the
matrix. Every row in the matrix must sum to one for the model to function. However, in
the GOTHIC menu, only the upper diagonal of the matrix is defined by the user, while
the lower diagonal is defined through reciprocity. The reciprocity relationship used by
GOTHIC is [41]:
𝐴𝑖 𝐹𝑖→𝑗 = 𝐴𝑗 𝐹𝑗→𝑖

(20)
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Figure 24: Undivided Surface Radiation

Figure 25: Divided Surface Radiation
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Because the shape factor matrix is defined by the relative conductor surface areas and the
user-defined upper diagonal with the condition that every row must sum to one, making a
matrix that works is an iterative procedure. In addition, once the shape factor
relationships are defined, the matrix can be written out to a spreadsheet, which subdivides
it into conductor groups that see each other. The process used to construct the matrix was
as follows:
1. An initial guess was made as to the relationship between surfaces.
2. The shape factor matrix was written out to a spreadsheet.
3. Each conductor group was solved individually to find a solution from its initial
guess and group specific surface areas.
With both the emissivities and the shape factor matrix defined, the radiation heat transfer
solution was found. Tables for the emissivities and shape factors can be found in
Appendix B.

4.2.5 Flow
Control volumes in GOTHIC are hydraulically connected via flow paths or 3D
connectors. As referenced in Section 3.1.1, flow paths are limited in that they can only
be connected to and from individual cells while 3D connectors can span across a range of
cells to cover a variety of opening types. However, 3D connectors cannot represent pipe
connection while flow paths can. An important note for flow paths, however, is that they
do not store mass or energy, which means that, if those quantities are important to a
model or if the transport time is long, then the connection should be modeled with a
separate volume [41].
Because 3D connectors directly use the model to connect two points, limited information
needs to be specified to solve the momentum equation. This is not true for flow paths
however. Because they can take the place of pipe connections not represented in the
model, a significant number of additional parameters must be defined. In addition,
because the core region was transformed to 1D volumes, it no longer follows the
geometrical shape necessary to use with 3D connectors. To compensate for this, all
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transformed core regions were connected to the upper and lower plenum regions with
four flow paths placed in a circular pattern at 90° intervals. These four flow paths were
shown as one in Tables 21-23.
There are three tables of parameters with user-defined values and each is discussed and
presented separately. Certain pieces from the actual GOTHIC tables were left out of
Tables 21-23 for the sake of simplicity but a full display of all parameters is shown in
Appendix B.
Flow Path Parameters I
This table covers the volumes connected to each flow path at either end as well as the
height and elevation of each end. The elevation represents the starting vertical position
of the connection while the elevation represents the change in height over the connection.
For a horizontal connection the elevation is simply the diameter of the pipe, but for
vertically separated volumes, it is the distance between the two with a small addition.
That addition is such that the flow path ends do not lie flush with the boundaries of the
volumes they were connected to. The purpose of that is to prevent errors in the solver,
which can result in excessively small time steps and solver backups. This is caused by
the solver constantly trying to empty the fluid out of the connected cell [65]. It is
primarily an issue in systems where liquid water is present but was implemented here as a
precaution since it has no known adverse effect on the model. The GOTHIC user manual
recommends the following minimum elevation:
𝑒𝑙𝑓 = 𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓 + 0.001ℎ𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙
where:
𝑒𝑙𝑓 = elevation of flow path
𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓 = elevation of the connected surface
ℎ𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 = height of the cell connected to the flow path

(21)
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Table 21: Flow Path Parameters I

ID
HTTF Inlet
HTTF Outlet
Core Top Flow
Core Bottom Flow
ATM Inlet
ATM Inlet

1
2
3-26
27-50
51-54
55-58

Elev. A
(𝑚)
0.9204
1.2508
4.652
1.775
0
6.5509

Ht. A (𝑚)
0.0012
0.0012
0.0001
0.0001
0.0001
0.0001

Elev. B
(𝑚)
0.9204
1.2508
4.659
1.778
0
6.551

Ht. B
(𝑚)
0.0012
0.0012
0.0001
0.0001
0.0001
0.0001

Flow Path Parameters II
The second table covers the following:
•

Flow Area

•

Hydraulic Diameter

•

Inertia Length

•

Friction Length

•

Relative Roughness

The flow area and hydraulic diameter shown previously in Section 3.1.2 was used here.
Note that the flow area was divided by four in the actual GOTHIC table to account for
the four flow paths that connect each volume to the upper and lower plenums.
The inertia length is one of the parameters needed to calculate the fluid mass that must be
accelerated to account for applied forces. For flow paths that connect to boundary
conditions, the recommended inertia length is the hydraulic diameter of the pipe [65].
For all other flow paths, the following equations are used:

𝐿𝐴/𝐵

𝐿𝐼 = 𝐿𝐴 + 𝐿𝐹𝑃 + 𝐿𝐵
𝐴𝐹𝑃
𝜆𝐶 =
𝐴𝑉
0.45𝐷𝐻
= 𝑀𝑖𝑛 (𝐿𝑉 , 𝐿𝑉 𝜆𝐶 +
)
1 + 𝜆𝐶

(22)
(23)
(24)
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where:
𝐿𝐼 = inertia length
𝐿𝐴 = effective inertial length in volume A
𝐿𝐵 = effective inertial length in volume B
𝐿𝐹𝑃 = flow path length
𝐿𝑉 = distance from flow path end to volume midpoint
𝐴𝐹𝑃 = flow path area
𝐴𝑉 = volume midpoint area
In a system with a rapid transient, inertia length is an important value, but for slower
transients, such as in this simulation, it is not critical and may in fact limit the time step
size [65]. As a result, the calculated value of the inertia length was increased as
necessary for all connections in this model such that the time step was not limited by it.
The friction length (𝐿𝑓 ) is the flow path length representing pipe flow, and the relative
roughness is the irregularity in the surface of the pipe, which causes drag. These values
are used to find the force caused by friction on the fluid in the flow path. For flow paths
connected to boundary conditions, the friction length is not used and was set to zero [65].
The friction length and relative roughness (𝜖) of a pipe section is important only for
connections that represent lengths of pipe. Because all the flow paths not connected to a
boundary condition used in this model effectively have zero length, the friction length
and relative roughness was set to zero for all connections.
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Table 22: Flow Path Parameters II

HTTF Inlet
HTTF Outlet
Gap Flow Top
OB Flow Top
MB Flow Top
IBand Flow Top
NB Flow Top
IB Flow Top
Gap Flow Bottom
OB Flow Bottom
MB Flow Bottom
IBand Flow Bottom
NB Flow Bottom
IB Flow Bottom
ATM Inlet
ATM Outlet

ID
1
2
3-6
7-10
11-14
15-18
19-22
23-26
27-30
31-34
35-38
39-42
43-46
47-50
51-54
55-58

𝐴𝐹𝑃 (𝑚2 )
0.07181
0.06975
0.03668
0.03249
0.0285
0.01967
0.00247
0.00492
0.03668
0.03249
0.0285
0.01967
0.00247
0.00492
0.01824
0.01824

𝐷𝐻 (𝑚)
0.30275
0.298
0.01476
0.01405
0.01587
0.01538
0.0105
0.01905
0.01476
0.01405
0.01587
0.01538
0.0105
0.01905
0.1524
0.1524

𝐿𝐼 (𝑚)
0.3027
0.298
2.9062
2.9043
2.9038
2.9031
2.8926
2.9039
2.9042
2.9026
2.9027
2.9021
2.8924
2.9038
1
1

𝐿𝑓 (𝑚)
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

𝜖
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Flow Path Parameters III
This table deals with loss coefficients, which govern the irreversible losses that occur by
fluid passing through orifices, pipe junctions, pipe elbows, etc. For a small pipe area
relative to the volume wall area, the contraction loss from entering a pipe approaches 0.5
and the expansion loss from exiting the pipe approaches 1.0 [65]. However, this generic
connection was not used for all flow paths because of the need to control the bypass flow.
Based on documentation and previous modeling, the bypass flow in the HTTF is
expected to approach 11% of the total flow [9]. The naturally occurring flow pattern in
the model approached ~50% bypass flow, which resulted in the application of increased
loss coefficients to the channels passing through unheated regions. Thus, the bypass flow
was reduced, and the flow passing through each heated volume in the core was forced to
be roughly equal.
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Table 23: Flow Path Parameters III

Forward
Loss Coeff.
0
0
150
12
1
1
1
1
150
12
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0
0

ID
HTTF Inlet
HTTF Outlet
Gap Flow Top
OB Flow Top
MB Flow Top
IBand Flow Top
NB Flow Top
IB Flow Top
Gap Flow Bottom
OB Flow Bottom
MB Flow Bottom
IB Flow Bottom
NB Flow Bottom
IB Flow Bottom
ATM Inlet
ATM Outlet

1
2
3-6
7-10
11-14
15-18
19-22
23-26
27-30
31-34
35-38
39-42
43-46
47-50
51-54
55-58

Reverse
Loss Coeff.
0
0
150
12
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
150
12
1
1
1
1
0
0

3D Connectors
As mentioned, limited information needs to be specified for 3D connectors. The only
inputs needed from the user are the spanned cells in the connected volumes and the
forward/reverse loss coefficients. The volume cell connection specifications can be
found in Appendix B and the loss coefficients follow the same methodology as the
standard connection referenced in Table 23. However, as stated in Section 3.1.1, the
upper plenum was modeled as two volumes joined by a 3D connector with no losses
through the connection.
Table 24: 3D Connectors

ID
Upper Plenum
Inlet → Upcomer
Outlet → Lower Plenum
Upcomer → Upper Plenum

1
2
3
4

Forward
Loss Coeff.
0
1.5
1.5
1.5

Reverse
Loss Coeff.
0
1.5
1.5
1.5
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4.3 Nodalization Diagram

Figure 26: Nodalization Diagram
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Figure 26 shows the structure of the final model resulting from all the conditions and
options that were chosen and discussed throughout this chapter. How all the volumes
were connected to each other is detailed explicitly, and all objects in the diagram were
labeled with their matching GOTHIC ID numbers, which also correspond to the tables
included in this chapter. For more details on the individual objects, refer to:
➢ Conductors = Table 19
➢ Control Volumes = Table 10
➢ Boundary Conditions = Table 13
➢ Flow Paths = Tables 21, 22, and 23
➢ 3D Connectors = Table 24
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5 Results & Discussion
In this chapter, the results of all sensitivity studies conducted with the model are
presented and discussed, as well as the final run results of a PCC test in the GOTHIC
HTTF. Data recorded includes mass flow, velocity, RCCS heat removal, and conductor
temperature, which are presented as functions of time and, for the case of temperature,
radius. For all sensitivity studies, the first 90,000 seconds of the simulation are referred
to as the conditioning phase while for the final run it is the first 180,000 seconds. Time
after those points is referred to as the accident phase, where there was no forced
convection and the power followed the decay curves outlined in Tables 16 & 17. All
results were plotted using the following intervals for a total of 150 hours, including both
the conditioning and accident phases:
Table 25: Plot Intervals

Time (sec)
𝑡 < 30000
30000 ≤ 𝑡 < 𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡
𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 ≤ 𝑡

Plot Interval (sec)
4
6
10

Many simulations were performed and are presented in this chapter, and the following
table summarizes the variations between the runs:
Table 26: Run Summary

Run
Grid 1
Grid 2
Grid 3
RCE 1
RCE 2
CE 1
CE 2
NR
Final

Grid
Coarse
Medium
Fine
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium

𝜖𝑃𝑃𝑉
0.85
0.85
0.85
0.6
0.99
0.85
0.85
0.85
0.85

𝜖𝑅𝐶𝐶𝑆
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.55
0.99
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8

𝜖𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑒
0.6-0.85
0.6-0.85
0.6-0.85
0.6-0.85
0.6-0.85
0.45-0.7
0.75-0.99
0.6-0.85

𝑆𝑃𝑅
1⁄32
1⁄32
1⁄32
1⁄32
1⁄32
1⁄32
1⁄32
1⁄32
1⁄55

Trip (sec)
90,000
90,000
90,000
90,000
90,000
90,000
90,000
90,000
180,000
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where:
RCE = Reactor Cavity Emissivity
CE = Core Emissivity
NR = No Core Radiation

5.1 Sensitivity Studies
5.1.1 Grid Refinement Evaluation
As discussed in Section 3.2, coarse, medium, and fine grid sizes were used. Results from
all three are presented here to compare and evaluate the convergence of the solution.
Examples are shown for flow, coolant temperature, core temperature over time, radial
core temperature, and surface temperature. Note that the flow rate was negative because
upwards directed flow was defined as positive while downwards was negative in the
model. No discussion of the results outside of what was related to the grid size is covered
in this section.

Figure 27: Conditioning Phase Heated Region Core Mass Flow (Grid Comparison)
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Figure 28: Coolant Temperature (Grid Comparison)

Figure 29: Core Temperature (z = 0.11-0.22m) (Grid Comparison)
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Figure 30: Core Radial Temperature (25hrs) (Grid Comparison)

Figure 31: Core Radial Temperature (75hrs) (Grid Comparison)
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Figure 32: Vessel Surface Temperature (Grid Comparison)

The heated region core mass flow shown in Figure 27 displays an excellent trend between
the grids. Regarding the coolant temperature and core bottom temperature presented in
Figures 28 & 29, the conditioning phase results were nearly identical between all three
grids, while for the accident phase they diverged somewhat but maintain very similar
values. Figure 30 shows that the conditioning phase radial temperature of the core
experienced little change with grid size while the accident phase displayed in Figure 31
shows a difference in the center of the core which faded quickly. Lastly, the surface
temperatures, which are presented in Figure 32, show that there was excellent agreement
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
between the grids except for 𝑇
𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓 (4.66 − 5.16𝑚). As noted in Section 3.2, the reactor
cavity’s grid did not change for any of the different grid refinements and, as such, the
designations coarse, medium, and fine in the figure legend refer only to the regions inside
the PPV.
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Figure 32 has large deviations in the results and pattern of the three grids for
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝑇
𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓 (4.66 − 5.16𝑚). A likely explanation for this deviation revolves around its
location. This region represents the surface of the vessel for the portion designated the
“upper plenum cylinder” in Section 3.1.1, which is found immediately above the core.
That region sees substantial mixing in the coolant, which enters the space at many
different temperatures from six volumes at different radial positions in the core via 24
flow paths. The eight cells that represented the space in the course grid were clearly
insufficient to capture the thermal phenomena happening immediately above the top of
the core. However, the temperature went to a constant trend in the medium and fine
grids, though there were still appreciable differences between the two, showing that the
solution had not fully resolved in the medium grid. Further evidence of the coarse grid’s
insufficiency can be seen in Figure 33, the temperature plot of the coolant inside the
space.

Figure 33: Upper Plenum Cylinder Coolant Temperature (Grid Comparison)
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All three lines show the coolant temperature immediately above the core in a cell that
touches the centerline. The coarse grid had a large deviation from the results and pattern
of the medium and fine grids, which strongly reflected the deviation and pattern of Figure
32. Additionally, the temperature solution for the coarse grid was oscillatory after
150,000 seconds, as shown by the dashed line appearing solid.
Lastly, before quantifying the differences between grid refinements, another parameter
that shows the solution resolving itself between refinement levels was the total mass flow
through the core. The total mass flow of coolant entering the system was 0.965

𝑘𝑔
𝑠

. An

examination of the coarse solution in Figure 34 shows significant oscillations:

Figure 34: Conditioning Phase Coarse Grid Total Core Mass Flow (Grid Comparison)

The solution was oscillatory, which is why the coarse grid result is plotted on its own.
However, an examination of the y-scale of the plot reveals that the oscillations were
exceptionally small. In addition, an inspection of the coarse grid plots throughout
Figures 28-31 show that the coolant flow and temperature instability did not
communicate to the core temperatures. Therefore, even though the coarse coolant flow
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and temperature solutions were oscillatory, the simulations still closely approximated the
core temperatures of the medium and fine grid solutions. The medium and fine grid
results are plotted in Figure 35 and show that the flow resolved itself and was in excellent
agreement with the proper total mass flow rate of 0.965

𝑘𝑔
𝑠

.

Figure 35: Conditioning Phase Total Core Mass Flow (Grid Comparison)

With the three grid refinement results presented and qualitatively discussed, a
quantitative evaluation of their outputs was performed. The relative difference between
the grid solutions were considered and an overall evaluation of the necessary level of grid
refinement was made. To evaluate the level of difference between one grid and the next,
a difference ratio method was used with the following equation as the basis:
𝐺2 − 𝐺1
𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓. 𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 = |
| ∗ 100
𝐺1
where:
𝐺2 = finer grid data point result
𝐺1 = coarser grid data point result

(25)
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Before this operation could be completed, however, all results were transformed so that
their timelines matched because the GOTHIC software uses a self-adjusting timestep
method that operates within bounds set by the user. As such, the time values between a
curve for one of the grids and the same curve on another grid do not match up perfectly
except at the end points. When plots are only being visually compared, this presents no
issue, but the difference percentage scheme detailed above required data at the same
temporal location to function properly. To overcome that issue, all GOTHIC data was
interpolated for the full range of the test with values placed every second of the
simulation. Because of the density of the recorded values from GOTHIC, a linear
interpolation method provided sufficient accuracy.
Using the interpolated values, the difference percentage for every data point in every
curve included in Section 5.1.1 was found and the average of each comparison taken.
That average was then used to compare the overall convergence towards a solution. The
average difference percentages, with their respective standard deviations, are listed in
Table 27 where the following nomenclature will be used:
C = coarse

M = medium

IBand = Inner Band
CC = Core Center

F = fine

MB = Middle Band

𝐻𝐼 = Heated Inner Edge

𝜎 = Standard Deviation
OB = Outer Band
𝐻𝑂 = Heater Outer Edge
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Table 27: Average Differences

C→M
M→F

IBand
0.413%
0.087%

C→M
M→F

CC
5.310%
2.488%

C→M
M→F

1.2-3.06m
0.169%
0.383%

C→M
M→F

Inlet
0.171%
0.517%

C→M
M→F

25 ℎ𝑟𝑠
0.529%
0.243%

C→M
M→F

25 ℎ𝑟𝑠
2.219%
1.029%

Steady State Mass Flow Rate
MB
OB
𝜎
0.338%
0.033%
0.496%
0.110%
0.023%
0.010%
Temporal Core Bottom Temp.
𝜎
𝐻𝐼
𝜎
𝐻𝑂
2.992%
0.961%
0.441%
0.942%
1.460%
0.471%
0.281%
0.522%
Surface Temp
3.06-4.66m
4.66-5.16m
𝜎
𝜎
0.256%
2.143%
3.620%
6.362%
0.371%
0.395%
0.414%
2.667%
Inlet & Outlet Temp.
Outlet
𝜎
𝜎
0.136%
1.063%
1.264%
0.376%
1.143%
0.563%
Radial Bottom Temp.
𝜎
75 ℎ𝑟𝑠
𝜎
0.262%
1.516%
2.243%
0.128%
0.449%
0.309%
Radial Top Temp.
𝜎
75 ℎ𝑟𝑠
𝜎
2.343%
1.818%
1.364%
1.024%
0.404%
0.118%
𝜎
0.029%
0.006%

𝜎
0.087%
0.069%
𝜎
0.339%
0.293%
𝜎
4.802%
1.796%

With the average differences between each data line for different grid sizes determined,
the convergence of the data was evaluated. From an examination of Table 27 and the
plots in Section 5.1.1, the most poorly modeled locations were at the center of the core
and the surface of the PPV from 4.66-5.16m with differences > 4%. With one exception,
everywhere else in the model that does not include those regions had a difference of less
than 1%. Even at the highest temperatures reached in the model, a difference of less than
1% means that the temperature difference was less than 10°𝐶. The exception was the
outlet temperature, but, despite having one of the higher difference percentages, the
coolant temperature varies by only 2°C on average between models, as shown by an
examination of Figure 28.
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5.1.2 Radiation Sensitivity Evaluation
The sensitivity of the model to radiation heat transfer was tested by varying the
emissivities of several different models. This was done in two groups to account for the
two regions of the model where radiation was important: the reactor cavity and the core.
Radiation was critical in the reactor cavity because it was an important heat transfer
mechanism from the PPV to the RCCS and in the core because it was necessary to
evaluate the effect of adding radiation heat transfer to the core as was discussed in
Section 4.2.4. To vary the emissivities, five extra models were created, two for the
reactor cavity radiation and three for the core radiation as described in Table 26.
Reactor Cavity Emissivity
As mentioned, radiation heat transfer was an important heat transfer mechanism from the
surface of the PPV to the RCCS panels. The emissivities that were used in the base
model for the PPV and RCCS panels were both lowered and raised as described in Table
26 to evaluate how sensitive the model was to that parameter. As it is unnecessary to go
through the full range of figures that were covered in Section 5.1.1 to show the effects of
changing the emissivity, only time plots of the areas that were directly affected by the
change and the core radial temperature plots are covered in the following sections.
Figure 36 shows the outer surface temperatures for parts of the central vertical section of
the PPV. Raising and lowering the emissivities for that region had a clear effect on
surface temperatures, with more significant effects during the accident than the core
conditioning phase. This was expected as radiation becomes the dominant heat transfer
mechanism in the upcomer as the role of convection was reduced with the loss of pump
flow.
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Figure 36: Vessel Surface Temperature (RCE Comparison)

In Figures 37 & 38, which show radial core temperatures at the same temporal locations
as in Section 5.1.1, the same general trend was followed. However, despite the clear
effects of emissivity changes during the conditioning phase on the surface temperature,
those effects did not communicate inwards past the PPV wall. The results for the low
and high emissivity models had almost no difference from the base model until the outer
edge of the core, which sees a small effect due to its proximity to the PPV wall.
Comparatively, there was a much more noticeable effect on the accident phase of the test.
There were clear, though small, differences between results for all three models.
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Figure 37: Core Radial Temperature (25hrs) (RCE Comparison)

Figure 38: Core Radial Temperature (75hrs) (RCE Comparison)
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Core Emissivity
The core radiation heat transfer was an added mechanic to the model. As a necessary
part of constructing a model of the HTTF in the GOTHIC software, some of the true
nature of the geometry was lost. As described in Section 3.1.2 and shown in Figure 14,
the hundreds of individual coolant channels were merged into coolant bands that create
complete breaks between core solids. As a result, solid to solid conduction was lost and
radiation heat transfer was added to help compensate for that shortcoming. As for the
reactor cavity, the emissivities that were used in the base model for the core were both
lowered and raised as described in Table 26 to evaluate how sensitive the model was to
that parameter. Again, only time plots of the areas that were directly affected by the
change and the core radial temperature plots are covered.
Figures 39 & 40 show the temperatures inside the core over time for the core center,
inner edge of the heated region, and outer edge of the heated region. Varying the
emissivities of the core material primarily influenced the conditioning phase solution
with almost no effect on the core temperatures at the bottom and a small change at the
top. Additionally, the visible effects of changing the core emissivity were only seen
where the temperatures were highest, at the inner edge of the heated region, and were
greatest at the top of the reactor.
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Figure 39: Core Temperature (z = 0.11-0.22m) (CE Comparison)

Figure 40: Core Temperature (z = 2.66-2.77m) (CE Comparison)
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The result of varying the emissivity in the core region was easier to see in the radial
temperature plots as opposed to the temporal temperature plots. As described above, the
effect was greatest in the conditioning phase of the simulation and especially at the top of
the reactor shown in Figure 41. In Figure 42, there was little change in the radial
temperature profile from varying the emissivities in the core. The figures show that
higher emissivities lead to reduced temperatures at the bottom of the core and elevated
temperatures at the top, while the reverse was true for lower emissivities.

Figure 41: Core Radial Temperature (25hrs) (CE Comparison)
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Figure 42: Core Radial Temperature (75hrs) (CE Comparison)

No Core Radiation
The final sensitivity study entailed turning off all radiation in the core flow channels. An
evaluation of adding radiation as a heat transfer mechanism was critical because it is not
an important mechanism in the real HTTF core coolant channels. As a result, a full
presentation of the results comparing models with and without core radiation is
displayed.
Shown in Figure 43, the core mass flow for this test differed more from the base model
than any other. While that was true, the difference only appears significant because of
the scale of the vertical axis. The actual core bypass flow was nearly identical to that of
the base model.
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Figure 43: Conditioning Phase Heated Region Core Mass Flow (NR Comparison)

Base Model Bypass Flow (%) = 17.6
NR Model Bypass Flow (%) = 17.4
A check on the inlet and outlet coolant temperatures showed that they reached nearly the
same temperature as the base model during the core conditioning phase but diverged
during the PCC. The coolant temperatures remain colder at all times when there was no
core radiation.
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Figure 44: Coolant Temperature (NR Comparison)

Transitioning to temperature analysis, significant differences between the two models
become apparent in the temporal temperature plots of the core. Figure 45 shows the
temperature at the bottom of the core. During the conditioning phase, the NR model
followed the base model at the core center and outer edge of the heated region, but it was
considerably higher at the inner edge of the heated region. Once the accident began, all
three followed similar trends as their base model counterparts but with lower magnitudes.
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Figure 45: Core Temperature (z = 0.11-0.22m) (NR Comparison)

Figure 46 shows the temperatures at the top of the core and demonstrates a similar but
reversed trend to that of Figure 45. During the conditioning phase, the core center and
the outer edge of the heated regions were similar to their base model counterparts, while
the inner edge had a significant difference. While temperature was higher at the bottom
of the core, it was much lower at the top. During the accident phase of the test, the
temperatures all spiked significantly before leveling off slightly above the base model.
From these plots it appears that there was a larger vertical temperature gradient in the
core when there was no radiation than when the radiation was added.
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Figure 46: Core Temperature (z = 2.66-2.77m) (NR Comparison)

However, what effect the lack of radiation has on the temperature distribution was still
uncertain. To present a clearer picture, the radial temperature plots are used. Figures 47
& 48 show the radial temperature distribution comparison between the NR model and the
base model at the bottom and top of the core for steady state peak temperature and 50
hours after the start of the accident. Those plots show a larger vertical temperature
gradient in the model with no radiation. It appears that the NR model moved energy
radially nearly as effectively as the base model, but it did not move it vertically as well.
To fully illustrate that point, the radial temperature distributions for both models and
temporal locations were plotted at four evenly spaced vertical locations and the
centerline. Those plots can be seen in Figures 49-52.
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Figure 47: Core Radial Temperature (25hrs) (NR Comparison)

Figure 48: Core Radial Temperature (75hrs) (NR Comparison)
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Figure 49: Vertical Core Radial Temperature (25hrs) (w/ Radiation)

Figure 50: Vertical Core Radial Temperature (25hrs) (No Radiation)
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Figure 51: Core Radial Temperature (75hrs) (w/ Radiation)

Figure 52: Core Radial Temperature (75hrs) (No Radiation)
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An examination of the previous four figures further reinforces the theory that the model
does not move energy up and down in the core nearly as well without radiation heat
transfer, while radially it maintained a similar trend. Another important difference
between the models was the location of the maximum temperature. During the
conditioning phase, both models reached their highest temperature at the bottom of the
core, which was a result of the direction of coolant flow. Before the accident, coolant
flowed downwards through the core, meaning it absorbed more energy at the top and left
higher temperatures at the bottom. With the loss of forced convection, the flow loses
momentum and reverses itself because decay heat was still being absorbed into the
coolant. A natural circulation cycle established itself, flowing at a drastically reduced
rate and made the bottom of the core the coolest region for the same reasons as the top
remained cooler at the start of the simulation. While the bottom was coolest in both
models during the PCC, the hottest region was different. In the base model, the heat was
distributed effectively in the vertical direction, resulting in almost the same radial
temperature profile throughout the whole core (shown in Figure 51). In the NR model,
however, heat moved upwards but did not reach the uniformity of the base model, nor did
as much heat move to the top of the core. That left the core hotter in the vertically central
region than the top as compared to the result of the base model.
The last figure to be examined is of the surface temperatures of the PPV. Here there were
again appreciable differences from the base model to the NR model. However, these
inconsistencies are explained by the differing vertical temperature distributions between
the two models. The upcomer volume has radiation turned on for both models and, as
radiation heat transfer is dependent on surface temperature, the changes seen in the vessel
surface temperatures were a direct result of previously discussed changes in the core.
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Figure 53: Vessel Surface Temperature (NR Comparison)

5.1.3 Bypass Flow Sensitivity
A persistent problem preceding this point was that the temperatures in the central region
of the core for the conditioning phase were much lower than they should have been. This
can be seen in any of the plots showing those regions, but was most obvious when
examining the radial plots shown in Figures 30, 37, 41, 47, 49, and 50. The radial
temperature in the central region of the core was flat at roughly 300°𝐶 with some
variation depending on which plot was being examined. This was clearly wrong. The
coolant temperature at the inlet was 259°𝐶 meaning that the core center region only rose
50°𝐶 despite being less than a centimeter away from objects heated to 1000°𝐶.
One possible explanation was that heat did not transfer well out of the heated regions.
However, if that were true one would expect to see a similarly sharp temperature drop-off
at the outer edge of the heated region as well, which was not the case. Therefore, the
most likely source of the problem lies in the bypass flow. To explore that possibility, the
coolant mass flow and velocity through the bypass channels is examined in Figures 54 &
55:
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Figure 54: Bypass Flow Rate

Figure 55: Bypass Flow Velocity
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Figure 54 shows that the bypass flow through the inner regions of the core was much
smaller than that passing through the outer regions, which was appropriate for reasons
discussed in the next paragraph. However, Figure 55 shows the problem clearly. Recall
that downwards flow was defined as negative and that during the conditioning phase the
flow passes from the top to the bottom of the core. Therefore, the inside channel velocity
accelerates from ~12.5

𝑚
𝑠

at the top of the core to over 30

𝑚
𝑠

at the bottom. There was

acceleration in every channel but none so great as in the inside channel. The excessive
velocity caused a barrier to heat transfer effective enough that almost nothing crossed it
till after the trip when forced convection ends. Actions intended to correct that issue
were applied to the final model through the application of additional loss coefficients, the
results of which are discussed in Section 5.2
As was discussed in Section 4.2.5, the flow through bypass channels and the heated
regions of the core was controlled because too much was bypassing the heated region of
the core. The distribution was controlled via loss coefficients placed on the gap and outer
band flows as the coolant preferentially passed through those channels when left
unrestricted. However, no controls were placed on how much of the flow bypassed the
heated region via the outer vs. inner bypass channels. Figure 55 suggests that controlling
that ratio was important as the core center heat transfer seemed to be sensitive to the
velocity in the inner bypass channels. The appropriate ratio was not a known value,
however, unlike the total bypass flow vs. the flow through the heated region. Figure 3
was used to develop a rough estimate of how much bypass flow was on the outer edge of
the heated region vs. the inside edge by counting the available channels in either region.
This method resulted in a split of ~l1% inner and 89% outer bypass flow. That ratio was
applied to the bypass flow in the final model.

5.2 Final Test Results
5.2.1 Flow Evaluation
With the grid, radiation, and bypass effects studied and evaluated, a final run was
constructed using their results. It operated on the medium grid with no change from the
base emissivity values and included iteratively derived loss coefficients. The loss
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coefficients were applied such that ~90% of the total coolant flow passed through the
heated regions and the remainder bypassed them. The ~10% bypass flow was split so
that ~90% passed through the outer bypass and ~10% through the inner.
The updated table of loss coefficients that were applied to the core flow channels to result
in that distribution are shown in Table 28:
Table 28: Final Run Loss Coefficients

ID
HTTF Inlet
HTTF Outlet
Gap Flow Top
OB Flow Top
MB Flow Top
IBand Flow Top
NB Flow Top
IB Flow Top
Gap Flow Bottom
OB Flow Bottom
MB Flow Bottom
IB Flow Bottom
NB Flow Bottom
IB Flow Bottom
ATM Inlet
ATM Outlet

1
2
3-6
7-10
11-14
15-18
19-22
23-26
27-30
31-34
35-38
39-42
43-46
47-50
51-54
55-58

Forward
Loss Coeff.
0
0
150
12
1
1
1000
1000
150
12
0.5
0.5
1000
1000
0
0

Reverse
Loss Coeff.
0
0
150
12
0.5
0.5
1000
1000
150
12
1
1
1000
1000
0
0

Figures 56-60 show the total conditioning phase coolant flow, as well as the heated and
bypass flow distributions in the core for both phases. Because the change in magnitude
of the flow was so great between the forced convection and natural circulation phases, the
conditioning and accident phases of the test are displayed separately.
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Figure 56: Conditioning Phase Total Core Mass Flow (Final)

Figure 56 shows the total mass flow passing through every available channel in the core
region. It matches well with the known total mass flow rate of 0.965

𝑘𝑔
𝑠

and comparing it

with the distribution between the heated and bypass regions, displayed in Figures 57 &
58, shows that the overall bypass flow in the model was ~8.4%. Additionally, comparing
the lines from Figure 58 shows that the inner bypass flow comprised ~10.7% of the total
bypass flow.
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Figure 57: Conditioning Phase Heated Mass Flow (Final)

Figure 58: Conditioning Phase Bypass Mass Flow (Final)
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These figures serve as initial checks on the model because too much bypass flow results
in excessively high temperatures in the heated regions of the core. Before moving on to
the next of the initial model checks, the accident phase core mass flow distributions are
shown in Figures 59 & 60. During the accident phase of the simulation, the flow was not
controlled in any way beyond what was already in place for the conditioning phase. The
observed trend matches well with the scenario as described in Section 2.1.1, where a flow
reversal was initiated with the shutdown of the “pump” as the coolant absorbs energy and
experiences buoyancy effects. Figures 59 & 60 show that every flow channel reversed
direction except in the gap. A natural circulation cycle was established in the PPV
whereby all the coolant traveled up the central channels and down the gap on the outside
of the core blocks. The summation of the positive and negative flows results in a value of
zero, which is the desired result for a natural circulation cycle.

Figure 59: Accident Phase Heated Mass Flow (Final)
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Figure 60: Accident Phase Bypass Mass Flow (Final)

The next check on the simulation was to examine the core inlet and outlet temperatures.
The HTTF is designed to operate with an inlet temperature of 259°𝐶 and an outlet
temperature of 687°𝐶 during the conditioning phase prior to the accident. However,
while the inlet temperature was a forced condition in the model, the outlet temperature
was not. As a result, the outlet temperature reflects the heat and flow distribution in the
system. An appropriate heat and flow distribution should result in an outlet temperature
approaching that of the HTTF. As shown in Figure 61, this was found to be true.
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Figure 61: Coolant Temperature (Final)

With a conductor structure as described in Sections 4.2.2 & 4.2.3 and the flow
distribution shown in Figures 57 & 58 , the outlet temperature was ~685°𝐶 during the
steady state period, showing excellent agreement with the desired temperature. After the
onset of the PCC event, the coolant temperatures in the core rapidly equalized to the point
where there was only a small temperature difference between the two due to height. The
checks on the conditioning phase core mass flow distribution and outlet temperature
establish a basic level of confidence that the amount of energy added through the heaters
and removed by the coolant was correct.

5.2.2 Temperature Evaluation
The resulting core temperature profiles in the model as functions of time were as follows:
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Figure 62: Core Temperature (z = 2.66-2.77m) (Final)

Figure 63: Core Temperature (Vertical Center) (Final)
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Figure 64: Core Temperature (z = 0.11-0.22m) (Final)

Figures 62-64 show plots of temperature vs time at locations just below the top, at the
vertical centerline, and just above the bottom of the core as specified in the figure
captions. This was done to avoid the rapid temperature differentials that exist at the
edges between surface temperature and internal temperature. Each plot shows the
temperature at three different locations within the core region. The three locations
correspond to the centerline of the core, the inside edge of the heated region, and the
outside edge of the heated region. For plots showing all recorded core locations see
Appendix A.
An examination of these results reveals several observations of note:
1. The core was hottest at the bottom during the conditioning phase with large
temperature differences between the adjacent volumes.
2. The maximum system temperature for the test was always found at the inside
edge of the heated region rather than the center of the core regardless of height.
3. During the 50 hours leading up to the PCC, intervolume energy movement in the
core was inhibited enough such that there were large temperature gradients
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between volumes. During the accident phase, the heat transfer inhibitor was
removed, leading to a smoother radial distribution peaking at the center. This was
a result of flow phenomena and was discussed in detail in Section 5.1.3.
4. As the transient progresses, the temperatures in the core from the outside of the
heated region inward reached very similar values with only a slight difference in
the temperature of the core center between the top and the bottom.
Figures 65 & 66 show the radial temperature distributions at the top, middle, and bottom
of the core, and provide a different view of the temperatures in the core. Figure 65 is just
before the onset of the PCC event at ~50 hours into the test while Figure 66 shows the
temperature distribution at 100 hours into the test and 50 hours after the start of the
accident. Those times were chosen for plotting because they were the temporal
maximum temperature point and a representative plot of the core cool down phase,
respectively. Blue bands have been added to bracket the heated region and make it easier
to identify.

Figure 65: Core Radial Temperature (50hrs) (Final)
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Figure 66: Core Radial Temperature (100hrs) (Final)

The radial temperature plots better display the spatial temperature distribution throughout
the core and highlight the effects of controlling the inner bypass flow as described in
Section 5.1.3. Where the flow enters the inner bypass at the top of the core, there was no
significant change from the grid sensitivity study results displayed and discussed in
Section 5.1.1. The results did change, however, as the coolant traveled down the channel.
As it approached the bottom, the wall temperature on either side of the channel began to
equalize. This was a result of the coolant temperature increasing, which reduced the
effectiveness of convective heat transfer and thereby allowed the solid temperature to rise
and radiation heat transfer to increase. This is corroborated by Figure 66, which shows
that when the forced convection cycle ended and radiation heat transfer was allowed to
grow, a relatively smooth radial temperature distribution resulted.
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Other observations of note regarding Figures 65 & 66:
1. Comparing Figure 65 with Figure 30 shows that the redistribution of flow,
described in Section 5.1.3, caused sharper temperature gradients in some parts of
the core. This was especially apparent at the outer edge of the first heated band
found at r = .3m.
2. Both largest temperature differences took place across a conductor rather than a
flow volume and occur at the inside edge of the heated region.
3. As the PCC progressed, the temperatures at the top and bottom of the core from
the beginning of the heated region outward reach nearly the same temperature,
meaning that there was almost no difference in the vertical temperature
distribution.
An additional location of interest for tracking temperature was the PPV, shown in Figure
67. Because the upper head of the vessel is insulated and the lower head is separated
from the heated volumes, they stay at relatively low temperatures and are not plotted
here. They can, however, be found in Appendix A. Figure 67 shows the outer surface
temperatures of the PPV in the reactor cavity. The curves show the average surface
temperature of the PPV in the three central vertical cells of the reactor cavity. All three
show the same trend in temperature: a small dip when the pump shut off, a rise as the
radiation heat transfer increased, and a decline as the core cooled over time.
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Figure 67: Vessel Surface Temperature (Final)
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6 Conclusions & Future Work
The purpose of this thesis was to evaluate the feasibility of GOTHIC to model a
pressurized conduction cooldown event in the High Temperature Test Facility. Towards
that end, a model of the HTTF was constructed in GOTHIC and used for many scenarios
in which the effects of grid sizing, reactor cavity thermal radiation, and core thermal
radiation were examined. As there was no test data from the facility to compare to, the
results from a previous study performed with the HTTF system by graduate student Juan
Castañeda using RELAP5-3D were considered for reference and comparison [19].
Figure 68 shows a comparison of the peak core temperature profile during the accident
from Castañeda’s results using an isolated PPV during a PCC and from this project.

Figure 68: Peak Accident Temperature Comparison

An examination of the plot reveals that the GOTHIC results from this thesis initially
began at a much higher temperature than the RELAP5-3D model but rapidly cooled. The
GOTHIC model reaches a similar temperature as Castañeda’s results and they both
slowly cool over the course of 100 hours following the accident. The temperature
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profiles over those 100 hours are similar, but that is problematic because the decay power
used in Castañeda’s work was lower than that of this project. Castañeda used a decay
1

1

power scaling ratio of 256 while 55 was used in this model. The level of agreement
between the temperature profiles despite that difference in decay power indicates that the
GOTHIC model shed heat more effectively. This was especially true at the start of the
transient where, without the sharp initial drop, the temperatures in the GOTHIC model
would remain at, what would ostensibly be, more appropriate levels.
Another comparison can be made between the two models regarding the radial
temperature profile. Figure 69 shows the peak radial temperature profile from both sets
of results for the conditioning phase.

Figure 69: Peak Radial Core Temperature Comparison

The profiles of the two curves shows less agreement than those of Figure 68 but still with
a similar trend. The peak temperature reached in the central regions of the core was
higher by significant margins in the results of this work than in Castañeda’s but approach
very similar values from approximately r = 0.5m and out. In addition, Castañeda’s model
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did not suffer from the flow distribution sensitivity that was observed in this model,
which resulted in a relatively smooth temperature curve from the center outward. Lastly,
the GOTHIC result is more jagged, which is likely due to the breaks in solid material and
an increased radial thermal resistance. Using the results and geometry from the final
model and the geometry of the true HTTF core, the approximate radial thermal
resistances can be found and compared, which was done using the following
methodology [66][67]:
𝑥

𝑅𝑐𝑑 = 𝑘𝐴

𝑅𝑐𝑣 = ℎ

1

𝑅𝑟𝑎𝑑 = ℎ

𝑐𝑣 𝐴

1

𝑟𝑎𝑑 𝐴

(26),(27),(28)

ℎ𝑟𝑎𝑑 = 𝜖𝜎(𝑇12 + 𝑇22 )(𝑇1 + 𝑇2 )
𝑅 𝑅

Parallel = 𝑅 1+𝑅2
1

2

(29)

Series = 𝑅1 + 𝑅2

(30),(31)

where:
𝑅𝑐𝑑 = thermal resistance due to conduction
𝑅𝑐𝑣 = thermal resistance due to convection
𝑅𝑟𝑎𝑑 = thermal resistance due to radiation
𝑥 = distance traveled parallel to heat flow

𝑘 = thermal conductivity

𝐴 = cross-sectional area of heat path perpendicular to heat flow
ℎ𝑐𝑣 = convective heat transfer coefficient
𝜖 = emissivity

ℎ𝑟𝑎𝑑 = radiative heat transfer coefficient

𝜎 = Stefan-Boltzmann constant

𝑇1 = temperature of emitting surface

𝑇2 = temperature of receiving surface

and results in the following when comparing radial samples:
𝑅𝐻𝑇𝑇𝐹 = 1.652

𝑊
𝐾

𝑅𝐺𝑂𝑇𝐻𝐼𝐶 = 1.852

𝑊
𝐾

Regarding the GOTHIC model specifically, several conclusions were drawn:
1. The model was sufficiently refined on the medium grid to achieve a converged
solution as discussed in Section 5.1.1, where almost every region converged to
within 10°𝐶 of the fine grid solution.
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2. Varying the surface emissivities in the reactor cavity by 24-31% resulted in
surface temperature changes of 9-15% but had little effect on the core
temperatures.
3. The core temperatures were not sensitive to moderate changes of emissivity in the
core region.
4. When core radiation was engaged, the vertical temperature distribution effectively
disappeared.
5. Redistributing the bypass flow from the sensitivity studies to the final model led
to an ~11% flow increase through the heated region and caused very noticeable
changes in the radial profile.
The last item was indicative of an issue for which a solution was attempted (see Section
5.1.3) but was clearly only a small piece of a model-wide problem. The core temperature
distributions, in both the radial and vertical directions, were very sensitive to changes in
flow distribution. When and where the flow was below a certain threshold, the reduction
in convective heat transfer led to an increase in solid temperature causing radiation to
play a larger role. The increase in radiative heat transfer changed the temperature profile
by always leading to the removal of the large gradients between neighboring solids, a
smoother radial distribution, and an equalization of the vertical distribution.
All of that seems to indicate that the original simplification of the HTTF core (see
Section 3.1.2), where the core flow channels were divided concentrically and combined,
does not adequately capture the phenomena that would occur in the true HTTF core. The
lack of thermal pathways between solids in the core led to a temperature distribution that
seems excessively sensitive to changes in flow pattern. The radiation added to the core
was not able to compensate for the loss of solid to solid conduction, at least in part, as it
was prevented from having a significant role in heat transfer until convection was
sufficiently reduced, which led to unrealistic vertical temperature distributions. In
addition, the results from this project suggest that core radiation was more effective at
moving heat vertically than radially. The results from the NR model suggest that leaving
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out core radiation entirely may have been the more accurate modeling choice as
compared to the final model used by this project.
Returning to the purpose of this thesis, the feasibility of using GOTHIC to model a PCC
event in the HTTF is still uncertain. The peak temporal temperature profile of the model
during the accident and the peak radial temperature profile during the conditioning phase
show significant agreement with a previous study but with some distinct differences and
caveats that were discussed earlier in this section. Critically, the radial and vertical
temperature distributions show that the GOTHIC model is very sensitive to changes in
core flow pattern, and the true effects of adding radiation to the core were impossible to
accurately determine as a result. The agreement with Castañeda’s work was encouraging
as it was largely the same system being modeled and with further study and
improvements, the current problems might be mitigated or rectified entirely. However,
until the results of the GOTHIC model can be compared against experimental data, no
general conclusions can be made on its level of accuracy.

6.1 Future Work
This project attempted to create a model of the HTTF in GOTHIC to examine the
feasibility of using that software to simulate the thermal response during a PCC event.
With that goal in mind, the model currently still falls short, and further study is needed to
evaluate whether the shortcomings can be sufficiently corrected. The primary fields that
should be investigated are the flow distribution, core radiation, their interdependencies,
and an evaluation of the results against experimentally gathered data.
The results from this project seem to indicate that the main issues in the model relate to
the simplifications made to the core, resulting in breaks between solid regions. Solid to
solid conduction is the primary radial heat transfer mechanism in the core and the
addition of thermal radiation to the core did not compensate for its loss. However, as
mentioned previously, the true effect of adding core radiation is impossible to currently
quantify due to flow distribution sensitivity. Therefore, further study should be
conducted into whether that sensitivity can be alleviated or removed.
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If a solution could be found for the sensitivity to flow distribution, core radiation as
compensation for solid to solid conduction could be investigated in more detail. This
would include such topics as using lower values for emissivity in the core, varying the
emissivity vertically, and restricting the radiation to only the radial direction. Further
investigation into correcting the vertical temperature distribution should also be made as
the current model equalizes with regard to temperature distribution in the vertical
direction when core radiation is turned on. This is not intuitive and possibly indicates
problems with how the core radiation is currently structured.
Lastly, the only way to validate the model is to have experimental test data to compare to.
With the completion of the HTTF facility and following the conclusion of the PCC tests,
that data would be used as an “exact” solution for the model. Additionally, the radial
temperature profile of the HTTF would be tremendously helpful towards diagnosing
issues with the GOTHIC model, as well as determining the true effects resulting from the
loss of solid to solid conduction.
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Appendix A. GOTHIC Graphical Output
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Figure 70: Core Mass Flow

Figure 71: Gap Mass Flow
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Figure 72: 3D Connection Mass Flow

Figure 73: Core Mass Flux Profile (t = 150hr)
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Figure 74: Inlet/Outlet Temperature

Figure 75: Core Top Coolant Temperature
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Figure 76: Core Center Temperature

Figure 77: Inner Bypass Inner Wall Temperature
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Figure 78: Inner Bypass Outer Wall Temperature

Figure 79: Inside Channel Inner Wall Temperature
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Figure 80: Inside Channel Outer Wall Temperature

Figure 81: Inner Band Inner Wall Temperature
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Figure 82: Inner Band Outer Wall Temperature

Figure 83: Middle Band Inner Wall Temperature
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Figure 84: Middle Band Outer Wall Temperature

Figure 85: Outer Band Inner Wall Temperature
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Figure 86: Outer Band Outer Wall Temperature

Figure 87: Gap Inner Wall Temperature
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Figure 88: Gap Outer Wall Temperature

Figure 89: Upcomer Inner Wall Temperature
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Figure 90: Upcomer Outer Wall Temperature

Figure 91: PPV Surface Temperature
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Figure 92: Reactor Cavity Air Temperature

Figure 93: RCCS Panel Temperature
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Figure 94: 𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓 − 𝑇𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑡

Figure 95: RCCS Heat Removal
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Figure 96: Inlet/Outlet Velocity

Figure 97: Coolant Temperature at Core Bottom
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Figure 98: Coolant Temperature at Core Top

Figure 99: Coolant Velocity at Gap Bottom/Top
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Appendix B. GOTHIC Tables
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